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1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

In presenting some new elements that, in my opinion, may be useful for a
better understanding of Gandharan Buddhism, I will deliberately leave aside
(though not entirely) the main path of Gandharan studies, which has largely
remained that traced out by Alfred Foucher at the beginning of this century. It
has given good results solely in the interpretation of 'narrative' scenes, which he
compared with hagiographic-narrative texts (Buddha's lives, jatakas, etc.). Many
scholars after Foucher have improved (but not surpassed) his interpretations, and
have explained scenes he had not: nevertheless, moving within the same
paradigm, where they progressed by means of additions and corrections, they
failed to offer any new insight into Gandhliran Buddhism '. As J.C. Huntington
(1984: 134) has observed, 'Gandharan Buddhist iconography is still very poorly
understood' .
The main feature of Foucher's paradigm is that it is a modernist one, even
if the French scholar did not share what has been called 'the Pali Text Society's
mentality' (see Tambiah 1984: 7); as such it cannot grasp all the articulations of
Gandharan Buddhism and selects only those aspects that are in line with Buddhist
modernism, which has long been channelled into the current of Western
positivistic and nea-positivistic thought. D.N. Gellner, following others (Staal
1985: 41 ff.; id. 1986: 187 ff.; Gombrich 1988: esp. 185 ff.) has recently drawn
attention to the modernist vision of Buddhism, naturally of Protestant origin, and
to modernist Buddhism itself, so heavily affected by it. I will forbear to rehash
its assumptions and effects and refer the reader to his book (Gellner 1992): one
of those books that scholars of things Gandharan do not, as a matter of principle,
take into consideration.
In Foucher's paradigm a problem of method is implied: Gandharan
Buddhism is not seen as a well-integrated, though ancient and specific, part of a

Besides the colleagues whose assistance is acknowledged in the notes, I wish to thank
Giuseppe De Marco, who assisted me in the bibliographical research. He also read the final
manuscript and called to my attention some oversights.
, An exception was M. Bussagli, who attempted to investigate roots and developments of
Gandhiiran art in relation to Hellenistic and Iranian, often little known religious currents. This field of
research is worth the utmost attention for there is far too much we do not know about the relationship
between the Hellenistic and the !adian (not only Buddhist) worlds, Yet Bussagli (see his contribution
of 1984) dealt with the whole matter as if Gandhiira never had anything to do with Buddhism and
!adia: hence the unreliability of his paradigm. The position of I.e. Huntington (especially 1980 and
1984) is quite different. I have heard his articles (notably the second) criticized, but whatever their
faults, these works must be considered a seminal contribution.
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great, still living system, but as an episode to be understood only through the
instruments of philology and those, derived from philology, that art history and
archaeology produced. Of course Philology is the founding category of
Modernity, and that's where we started. But not much else can be done towards
a fuller understanding of Gandhara unless we address other ancient Buddhist
traditions (those of China, Tibet and Japan, besides that of a Theravada
reinterpreted and made useful to the modernist paradigm) and the living forms of
Buddhism, especially those less tainted by Western evisceration and assimilation
such as Japanese Buddhism, for example, or Tibetan Buddhism, before the
diaspora.
Living traditions directly shift our attention from a historical-philological
and doctrinal level to an anthropological one, especially the ritualistic one. Had
we to refer to the well-known positions of F. Staal, we might recall that in Asian
religions ritual comes first, and mystical experience far behind, with doctrine
following as an unimportant third (see Staal 1985: 23 ff.). I do not entirely agree,
but there is little doubt that from an 'anthropological' point of view rituals appear
preeminent. Rituals, as I shall attempt to prove in the following pages, were
definitely central to Gandharan Buddhism, both for the higher segments of the
population, more directly under the monasteries' control, and for the lower ones,
among which rituals had to maintain even more clearly those characteristics of
'invariance' and 'meaninglessness' discussed by Staal (1979; 1989).
These pages contain no coherent attempt to create a new paradigm, because
several other factors ought to be considered besides those expounded here.
However, it will be clear that if, with regard to Gandharan Buddhism, the focus
is brought, as much as possible, even only onto rituals, Foucher'S paradigm can
only fall apart: this not so much for the reason Staal would propose, but because
the modernist, moralistic vision on which it is founded would collapse in the
presence of hundreds of rituals and 'magic', 'superstitious' practices which cause
us to read in quite a differentfight even 'high' iconographies, those that would
never keep free from the strict control of the monastic authorities.
Foucher's paradigm has been so strong that even archaeological research
(with philology as its model) has been conditioned by it. It is true that there are
not many sacred areas of Gandhara and neighbouring regions where excavations
have been carried out under an adequate control, but no study has ever been
attempted of the ceramic forms that, at least in sacred areas (but not only}, are
certainly related to ritual activity'. That was not so much due to the difficulties
of such a task 3 as to the consideration that this kind of evidence was unimportant

, Among the few exceptions, Rahman's work (1968-9) is worth mentioning, although no
concern is shown for the point I am discussing.

, I know from my own experience in Nepal how approximate the results of this sort of
investigation can be, even if our excavation in Kathmandu (Verardi 1992) was simpler in this from a
methodological point of view. The question_ of the training of the students of ceramics, almost always
with a quantitative and functionalistic-materialistic approach, adds to the objective problems.
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for understanding sites. In a word, the selection of 'data' has been useful to the
paradigm, one of whose implicit assumptions, therefore, collapses, Le. the
positivistic pretence that" it is only a matter of time for collecting all data and
giving us Gandharan Buddhism 'as it was': or otherwise that the documentary
blank is such as to prevent us from escaping the accepted paradigm. In this case
we lack exactly those features (the instruments of ritual) that would 'have
integrated the iconographic sources, upon which we are still compelled, to rely.
Fortunately, they tell us great deal, if we are .only willing to know about them.
Foucher's paradigm is also of a historical-evolutionistic type. In it the
Gandharan phenomenon is considered, we may say, a mature form of the
'original' Buddhism. The presence of Mahayana currents (developing cutting
across the nikiiyas: see de la Vallee Poussin 1930; Bechert 1973, 1992) is
cautiously acknowledged, and the presence of forms of esoteric Buddhism is
usually denied through the well-known appeal to actual 'facts'. But facts, of
course, emerge within paradigms. No 'fact' - to take a famous example - ever
came out to show that it was the earth that revolved around the sun within the
Ptolemaic system: it was the recovery of Aristarchus' theories, made possible by
Humanism, that led to the construction of the Copernican system, within which
'facts' were promptly observed that had always been there. A paradigm, as such,
shuts out from the start alternative ways of understanding reality. Being unconscious, it does not show itself as such, but only through actual applications,
which in the present case we might recall (but will not) in the bibliography with
many an example.
The binding power of a paradigm is not only the result of ideology.
Conformism plays an important role as well. In the academic world, stickii:tg to
an approved paradigm helps to avoid mistakes. Actually, it is sufficient for
anyone with some preparation to move along its axis to be academically fully
accepted, whatever the actual value of his contributions. Stepping outside a
paradigm is, conversely, dangerous; the possibility of turning in the wrong
direction is rather high, and in such cases a drop in academic standing is certain;
if, on the contrary, one gets in the right direction, a long time can pass before
others begin to follow, and so the damage is equally high. Thus the temptation to
keep on the safe side is quite strong.
That a paradigm can stand in time is finally due, to a great extent, to a
question of power, as has been shown by those we may call social epistemologists. The breiling out of a paradigm means, as a matter of fact, a loss
of power for those who moved within it And the greater is the power acquired
within a paradigm, the stronger the oppositions will be to the rise of a new one.
For things Gandharan, ideology, conformism and power can be very easily
tolerated, since the stakes are negligible. Indeed this is another reason why it is
still difficult to define the whole matter again.
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2.

SIDDHARTHA'S MARRIAGE'

The reliefs depicting Siddhiirtha's marriage to Yasodhara show that in
Gandhara it was taken for granted that it had been celebrated according to a ritual
that, in its numerous variants, we know from the Hindu tradition, which is
basically dependent on Vedic tradition.
Fire is indispensable to the ritual and is at the centre of two of the four
moments structuring the ritual, agniparir;ayana and homa 4. A relief in the
Peshawar Museum (fig. 1) distinctly shows how Siddhiirtha, holding YaSodhara
by the right hand, leads her in the circumambulation of the sacred fire and of the
jar that, according to Ingholt, 'contained the water with which the father has
sealed the "transfer" of his daughter to the royal house of the Siikyas' (Lyons and
Ingholt 1957: no. 33), and that may be understood as the vessel where the deity
is made present during the ritual. Siddhiirtha, we must suppose, is uttering the
ritual formulaS.
Fig. 2 shows how the couple, while performing the circumambulation, is
attended by the purohita, who holds in his right hand an object with a rounded
end, which is identifiable as the sacrificial spoon. In a third relief (fig. 3),
depicting the same moment of the ritual, the sruc, i.e. the large long-handled
wooden spoon of the Vedic texts, used to pour clarified butter, is held by a sitting
young purohita. In the latter relief, two jars instead of one can be seen upon a
platform next to the sacred fire; a flask is shown at the centre of the base of the
relief, which is slightly damaged.
During the Hindu ceremony, there are many oblations of ajya and grains
(see for example the descripti6n of the ritual made by Dubois [1906: 216 ff.] in
modem times). One of the most important offerings, lajahoma, is made by the
bride (see Kane 1930-46, II: 534). The relief of fig. 4, which is fragmentary on
the right, where Siddhiirtha was probably represented, is noteworthy because it
actually shows YaSodhara who is sitting on a stool and pouring something into
the fire with the sruc - probably clarified butter from the bowl (1) that she holds
in her left hand. Again, next to the fire stand two jars containing bunches of
flowers or plants 6.

, The others are piinigrahaf}a and saptapadf. See Kane (1930-46, II: 531).
, 'I am ama (this), thou art sii (she), thou art sii, 1 am ama, 1 am heaven, thou art the earth; 1
am the stiman, thou art the ric. Let us both marry here. Let us beget offspring. Dear to each other,
bright, having well disposed minds, may we live for a hundred years!' (ib.: 528).
• At a point of the ritual preceding the real wedding, bride and groom touch a vase of flowers
(see Gondit 1981: 174).
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These Gandhiiran representations (for others, see Ackermann 1975: no. 12;
Kurita 1988, I: nos. 109-12, 114; Joshi and Shatma 1969: no. 5) are of great
interest because, althou$h any analytical comparison between the ritual acts
shown in the reliefs and those we know of from the literature and the living
tradition is probably impossible 7, they give us very valuable information a,bout a
ritual virtually unreported in the texts on the life of the Buddha. One might think
that, although it was natural for Siddhiirtha, a lqatriya, to marry according to a
traditional ritual, it was preferred not to dwell upon rituals, such as homa, that
Buddhism, in principle at least, rejected. However, the episode of Siddhiirtha's
marriage is rather common in Gandhiira 8, and on the contrary one could say that
homa is represented there because it was performed as a custom even within the
Buddhist (the most important) segments of Gandhiiran society, at least on the
occasion of sacramental ceremonies, such as the wedding. Homa, to be sure, was
an exoteric ritual, or rather, considering that it was meant for the upper castes
only (as is still the case today in Hindu society) a quasi-exoteric one: here the
observer's viewpoint, that is, that of Western scholars who get most of their
information from the upper castes (taken to represent the rationale of a hardly
existing, especially in the past, 'Hindu' society), is crucial.
lt is difficult for me to accept such. reliefs as simply narrative, as mere
illustrations of an episode in the life of the Buddha. As we will see, briefly, in
section 5, their narrative character propounds normative models: Siddhiirtha's
marriage is the model, accepted by the monastic institutions (the iconographies
under discussion are found in monasteries), oflaymen's marriages, particularly of
those belonging to the upper castes, which had the means and the status to
support the religious establishments: the 'twice-born', although converted, held
fast to the traditional rites of the life-cycle, including homa.
It is noteworthy that in northern medieval Buddhism, as can still be
observed, homa 'forms an integral part of the life cycle rites, notably the
marriage, caste initiation rites and the diksa ceremony' (Locke 1980: 103). Homa
is performed now as it was in the past, but, on these and other occasions, it is
always a specialized Buddhist priest now, a vajracarya, who performs it. In fact,
contrary to the current opinion, wrong to my eyes, which is inclined to emphasize
those aspects Buddhism and Hinduism have in common (that indeed do exist)',

7 A careful examination of the rites' forming the ceremony as shown in the iconographies along
with a patient control of the textual and ethnographical variants (which lies beyond the scope of this
article) might produce valuable results .
• Although represented 'dans Ie plus somrnaire des decors' (Foucher 1949: 63), the episode is
much more common than episodes we deem of primary importance in Siddhiirtha's life, such as for
example the Four Encounters.
• This opinion is shared by Staal (for example 1985: 25, 40). But - to take a much less radical
example - Catholicism and the various Protestant movements, besides a common basis, have quite a
long history in common, and this does not mean that they have not been, and are not, in conflict. We
can even say that when the differences within the Church became a real fracture, not ouly conflictual
positions arose, but alternative systems.
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the perception of them as separate entities was so sharp in late ancient and
medieval India that northern Buddhism had to change itself into a system where
all aspects of social life were confronted by relying on its own energies alone
and, with reference .to rituals, had to resort to specialized figures of its own
instead of depending on external priests as, in the case of Siddhiirtha's marriage,
purohitas would be. This is why Strickmann (1983: 425) notices in Tantric
Buddhism' 'a near-obses~ive inclusiveness'.
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3. VEDIC AND BUDDHIST FIRES

The haviryajiias, or the oblations of milk, butter, rice seeds, wheat, barley,
etc., had contributed no less than the other rituals of the srauta class to the
formation of that ritualistic network to which the sramalJ-as were opposed.
Minutely described and regulated in the first two kUlJ-4as of the Satapatha
BrahmmJa, they were the basis of many acts of the private and social life. In a
reality where magical practices admittedly were extraordinarily numerous and
various (see Gonda 1981: 159 ff.), the magical dimension of the rites, and of the
oblations to the fire themselves, is, in Vedic texts, quite explicit. The man who
habitually performed homa in his house kept at bay serious and less serious
diseases: pustules upon the neck, the shoulder-joints and the abdomen,
comsumption 'that breaks the ribs, that settles in the lungs', venereal diseases,
and more (Atharva Veda VIT, 7; cf. Chand 1982: 317-8).
The agnihotra itself, founding the identity of the upper castes, and such as
being performed by any householder (and not by a priest) provided that he was
properly initiated (Panikkar 1977: 31), assured wordly benefits.
The types of fire rituals performed by laymen are those we are concerned
most with here, the ones whose invariance beyond religious boundaries is more
evident. However, we know that important sectors of ancient Indian society
represented by those sramalJ-as whose contrast with the brahmalJ-as is at the basis
of its bipolarity, reacted to the ritualistic prescriptivness and to the abuse of
magical practices. The Atharva Veda itself (XVIII, 2, 35; cf. Chand 1982: 692)
reports that there are some among the samnyasis 'who have renounced the
performance of homa and kindle only the fire of knowledge'. By the forest
ascetics of brahrnanic and k~atriya caste to which the AralJ-yakas pertain, the
efficacy of inner or mental sacrifice is emphasized in relation to the outer and
formal sacrifice. In the Aitareya AralJ-yaka (see Keith 1909) the internal agnihotra
is described in detail as a substitute for the formal sacrifice.
Buddhism, which takes shape as a community of ascetics (aryasmigha)
radically opposing the brahrnanic authority (and thus the sacrifices monopolized
. by them), moves in the same direction. This does not mean, however, the
disappearance sic et simpliciter of all the rituals from that segment of social life
controlled by the Buddhists. It is true that the fire ritual appeared as the most
perceptible discriminant between orthodox ascetics and the aryasangha, and that
is why the jatilas followers of Kasyapa at Uruvilva, on the point of their
conversion to Buddhism threw the things for the agnihotra into the river (see
Mahavagga I, 20, 19; cf. Rhys Davids and Oldenberg 1885, 1: 132).
In principle, and to a great extent in fact, the sharp theoretical distinction
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between outer and inner sacrifice was accompanied
in accordance with a
procedure that is typical of all religious reform - by the rejection of the former
in the name of the 'true', 'more authentic' meaning of the rituaL On the other
hand there is plenty of evidence that the outer sacrifice was preserved in the
Buddhist tradition as well. It is usually believed that certain rituals whose
structure is clearly similar to that of Vedic rituals, and notably homa,
're-emerged' in northern medieval Buddhism for a sort of fateful, 'tantric'
contamination with the Indian 'substratum' (suddenly important) and with
Hinduism, but this view is to be rejected. As we will see in section 13, medieval
Buddhism has, instead, a tendency to reassert firmly the inner dimension of the
ritual, remaining faithful - no matter what is commonly believed - to that
interpretive line that had been typical of the world of the Upani$ads and the
AralJyakas, a world to which Buddhism is genetically connected.
The reasons for the survival and the adjustment of some of the fire rituals
in Buddhism were its success itself (which implied the expansion of its social
basis) and the need to preserve instruments of social regulation to face a
brahmanic system on the way of reorganizing itself. The harsh quarrel among
Brahmans about the preservation of Vedic norms and rituals did not prevent the
innovators who supported bhakti to create a new ritualistic network centred,
precisely, on images and places of worship (see Stietencron 1977; Verardi 1992:
12-3, 25-6), but this in tum did not mean the end of Vedic rituals. They
both went to form what we call 'Hinduism'. This was a serious challenge to
Buddhism.
Concerning the first point, whether one considers the social rooting of
Buddhi.sm as a revolution 'from below' or as a consequence of a split within the
elite of the Brahmans and the k$atriyas, as I am inclined to believe, the break with
the whole of the tradition could not be as sharp as it most probably was within
the iiryasaligha: it was certainly more difficult in the saf[lvrtisaligha, although
this did not spread beyond the most faithful laity, and was altogether impossible
within the common laity (n6t to speak of the lower segments of society).
Strickrnann (1983: 427) has drawn attention to the fact that in the Samyuktagama
three fires of srauta ritual are spared from blame and appear as having been
assimilated into the Buddhist tradition: the iihavanIya, which was identified with
one own's parents, the garhapatya, meant for the other relatives, and the dak$ina,
identified with the Brahmans and the recluses; and we will actually see how early
in Buddhism is the speculation on fires (sections 5, 11). The attitude of Buddhism
towards the fire worshippers is actually a rather ambiguous one. It is true that, as
we have just said, the jafilas threw the agnihotra things into the fire when they
joined the Buddha, but it is also true that the probation period imposed upon
novices was not required in the case of former fire worshippers (see Mahavagga
1, 38, 11; cf. Rhys Davids and Oldenberg 1885, I: 190-1); the concern of
Buddhism to convert the brahrnanic elite is evident.
As to the second point, one has to consider how, while we are in the
position to follow the transition from Vedic ritualism to neo-brahmanic ritualism
through the texts of the vidhiina literature, radically simplifying the rituals
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(including fire rituals) 10, the re-asserted vitality of the grhasutras, and the iigama
literature at its start - besides, naturally, through the observation of the living
tradition which still today sets us before the dialectics Vedic ritualslHindu rituals
- for Indian Buddhism we are facing the disappearance of all early ritual texts
and ancient ritualistic traditions, of all early 'magic' texts, and of the whole living
.
religious practice.

10 The declared aim of the vidhiina texts was to simplify 'the complicated and burdensome
ceremonies treated in the Srauta and Grhya Sutras ... with the help of magic' (see Bhat 1987: 3). We
will recall in section 10 the earliest of these texts, the !J.gvidhiina, which 'describes the magical effects
produced by the recitations of hymns of the !J.gveda' (ib.).
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4. DHARAljlS AND MANTRAS: SAKYAMUNI, MAITREYA AND THE MAHAYANA
BODHISATIVAS

If we consider Xuanzang too late a source, and perhaps even a biased one,
we shall give no importance to that piece of information accordiIlg to which the
Mahiisanghikas, after the death of the Blessed One, had also established a
DhiiraT)i-pitaka (see Kern 1898: 6; Lamotte 1958: 313), and no use will be made
of it 11: this is what has actually happened, but one should not ignore that
translations of dhiiraT}i-sutras and anthologies of dh,iiraT}is and mantras did spread
in the Far East from the third century A.D. onward (see Strickmann 1983: 424).
Even according to the Piili tradition, however, we know that in ancient times
'drawing amulets, something like yantra' did already exist (see Gombrich 1990:
28) along with protective spells, actual dhiiraT}is. According to Gombrich (ib.: n.
31), 'what is forbidden in general is magic, but specific kinds of white magic are
permitted'. I am quoting Gombrich because he is a student of Theraviida
Buddhism whose positions are not too distant from the modernist ones 12, but it
should be recalled that Bharati (1977: 8-7), to the eyes of some not a respectable
had already observed that various Piili texts mention parittas or
author
protective mantras that were meant to avoid every sort of danger (diseases, snake
bites, evil spirits) and to obtain, besides a happy rebirth, peace and wealth. A
passage of the Milindapafiha is particulaly interesting, as it is from an uncanonical text (these are of the utmost importance to understanding Gandhiiran
art, or rather would have been if they had survived). Rohana refuses to impart the
mantra to young Niigasenaunless he leaves his home: the boy can be taught that
'supreme mantra of thewodd (see Fal1l. 1982: 31) 14 only through an initiation
which must take place in the forest hermitage. Thus Niigasena, who will teach
Milinda the Buddha's doctrine, is considered to belong to a guruparamparii.

1"

II I must say that concerning this A. Foucher (1905-51, II: 790) noticed, out of any
'philological' scheme, that 'Ie quatrieme pitaka [i.e. the Dhiirat].i-pitakal n'est la plus recente des
"corbeilles" que dans Ie sens ou l'Atharva-Vlda est Ie plus jeune des quatre vedas'.
" See Staal's opinion on Gombrich apropos of a quere11e between the latter and S.l. Tambiah
(Staal 1986: 192). R. Gombrich might be defined here as 'philological', and innovative, at the price
of some mistakes, Tambiah.
" H.P. Alper, editor of and contributor to an important book on mantras (Alper 1989),
unfortunately for us mostly devoted to Vedic and Hindu traditions, and not to Buddhist, acknowledged
in Bharati's book (1971) - in spite of its flaws - 'a model for its clear textual, philosophical, and
sociological method' (Alper 1989: 193).
.. Rbys Davids (1890, I: 19) translated 'mantra' as 'hymn': an unlikely translation here and
indeed a good example of modernist view.
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Gandharan iconographies of the Bodhisattvas, and especially Maitreya's,
show how the use of scrolls with passages of specialized sutras, or real dharalJfs
or dharal;l-mantras, was popular in north-western Buddhism. The cases
(kavacas) that Maitreya bears threaded in the cords he wears cannot otherwise be
explained (figs.13-14, 22), and Foucher (1905-51, II: 182) noticed this.
There are different ways to put oneself in relation with Maitreya, and these
have been formalized by I. Nattier (1988), who sees four 15. If in the 'here/later'
type, by far the most common in the canonical literature (Nattier 1988: 26), 'the
patient accumulation of the moral and spiritual prerequisitions that will eventually
lead to being reborn at the time of Maitreya's appearance on Earth is not
disjointed from 'the veneration of texts dealing with Maitreya' (ib.: 27-28), it is
the 'there/now' and 'here/now' type that we are more concerned with. In the
'there/now' type, the believer, through vision, encounters now Maitreya in the
Tu~ita Heaven, i.e. there: the encounter is made possible by the practice of
samadhi, which, however, as Nattier has noted, is restricted to the 'professional'
religious (ib.: 30). Ordinary laymen succeed in ascending to the Tu~ita Heaven
thanks to rituals. Once there, they may be bestowed protective or magic formulas
that Maitreya is endowed with.
Yet, in Gandharan iconographies, it is not so usual a feature of Maitreya
seated in meditation or with his right hand raised in. abhayamudra to welcome the
faithful by bearing the kavacas. Instead, he almost always bears them when he is
represented $tanding and in abhayamudra (fig. 22). This iconography may be
considered to belong to Maitreya descending from Heaven to Earth 16, bestowing
upon the believer a number of gifts induding dharalJ.ls and mantras. Here, I
believe, we are within Nattier's 'here/now' type, although possibly not within a
frame of political and millenaristic movements, as the observed examples are (ib.:
30-2).
The encounter with Maitreya must be considered, in any case, as having a
concrete meaning, and cannot be understood in merely ethical-religious terms, or,
as it happens, in moralistic terms: the laymen yearn for it and try to make it
possible not only and not as much for spiritual ends, but in order to achieve
wordly ends. It is precisely to this purpose that the encounter can be artfully
caused by means of magic rituals.
It may be appropriate to recall that esoteric traditions bound to the cult of

" I) Here/now: the believer expects to meet Maitreya on earth, during his present life; 2)
Here/later: the believer expects to meet Maitreya on earth in a future rebirth; 3) There/now: the
believer strives for an immediate encounter with Maitreya, who sits in the Tu~ita Heaven; 4)
Therellater: the believer aspires to be reborn in the Tu~ita Heaven.
" The question of Maitreya's descending activity, to which Nattier (1988: 29) briefly alludes,
should be discussed here. But it is not possible, but for an observation in note 18, below, to address
such a complex matter, to which I hope to return on a future occasion. I have outlined in the past the
question of the descending aspect of the Bodhisattvas with special reference to Mathura iconographies.
The necessary corrections to that work would not change, I think, its basic coordinates (see Verardi
1985).
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Maitreya are found as well in countries of Theraviida tradition (where the future
Buddha, for want of salvific figures, assumes a very central position): so in
Burna, where alchemical practices aim 'at acquiring an extension of life until the
appearance of the next Buddha and in order to witness his dispensations'
(Tambiah 1984: 315-6; he discusses a passage of Spiro's work of 1984) ".
Also in Gandhara the Buddha Maitreya, who in the iconographies is always
conceived in his function of Bodhisattva ", is the catalyst of a great number of
functions, which it would be important to recognize on the basis of iconographic
variants ". In many contexts Maitreya appears as the only Being :who is able to
fulfil the desires of the faithful next to the Sa~saran deities, whose sphere of
competence it would be extremely useful to understand. Fig. 30 shows a fire ritual
performed before a tutelary couple, the purpose of which is difficult to specify (to
have children? but perhaps, in that case, we would have a couple instead of a
single worshipper; in any case the rite probably has something to do with a
request concerning family matters), but that clearly shows how offerings (borne
by the worshipper in her left hand) are associated with the fire (held in her right
hand).
The proliferation of other Bodhisattvas in Gandhara 20 is due to the fact that
more and more numerous specializations were needed, commanded by very
powerful beings (and not by simple devas), that were meant to fulfll every sort
of spiritual and material needs of the laymen. Such a proliferation is possible,
however, only in Mahayana Buddhism, where in the infinite universes existing at
one and the same time a corresponding infinite number of Buddhas exists 21 and,

" Tambiah in his well-known book discusses at length the esoteric currents in Burma and
Thailand, vindicating their pertinence to Buddhism, clearly seen as a ritual system, and therefore
rejecting the alleged dichotomy between 'true', doctrinal Buddhism and esoteric forms (see Tambiah
1984: 314-7, and passim).
" He is never shown wilh"the monastic robe, unless represented along with the Past Buddhas
(to be considered, in a Mahayanist way, manu$i Buddhas?). His iconography does not emphasize the
aspect of olios"s Enlightened Being, but of one who, having reached the anivartanacarya (as
explained in the Mahavastu; see Jaini 1988: 55), is an active Enlightened Being, i.e. a Bodhisattva
who interferes in things human.
" Maitreya's case is typical of how it is not always possible to rely on texts (which are in any
case only one type of source and do not represent the total reality) to reconstruct a historical-religious
phenomenon. P.S. Jaini has recently emphasized how, in the canonical literature of the Theravadins,
Maitreya is mentioned only once, and that we have only two non~anonical texts, whose date and
authorship are uncertain, that deal exclusively with Maitreya (see Jaini 1988: 54 ff.; 71 ff.).
The main features of Maitreya as a prototype have been stressed, for Gandhara, by J.C.
Huntington (1984).
20 J.C. Huntington (ib.: 153) has observed that more than one hundred types of Bodhisattvas
can be recognized there. Now, even if several of them may refer to a single Bodhisattva figure, of
whom they might represent different aspects and functions, the actual number of Bodhisattvas is
definitely high.
" See KIoetzli (1983) for a very useful, at times illuminating examination of the different
cosmological-salvific systems of Buddhism, where particular attention is to be drawn to the
distinction between the sahasra~osmology, typical of the HInayana (and in particular of the
Sarvllstivadins) and the asatikhyeya~osmology, typical of Mahayana Buddhism. See the Appendix.
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therefore, an infinite number of Bodhisattvas, who are the descending and salvific
aspect of the former. They may be represented bearing kavacas, too (fig. 29;
however, this Bodhisattva probably is suryavarrzsa Siddhartha; see Appendix).
Mahayana Bodhisattvas have the function of taking the place, at least at a
'high' level (monasteries) of most SaI!lSaran deities. As to the requests made by
the faithful, there are no substantial differences between the ones addressed to
them and those addressed to Maitreya. But in much of ancient and proto-medieval
India they served the need better than Maitreya because, endlessly multipliable,
they could better answer to the requests of the most varied social segments, and
opposed with greater efficacy the huge and articulate offer that on the market of
the bhakti and of the daily needs came from the newly established, soon to be
hegemonic, Hindu movements. These had, as noted in the previous section,
renewed but not abolished, the countless, functional Vedic rituals.
Dealing in dhiirm;ls, either loose or collected in special texts to circulate,
was probably very active in Gandhara, where they could be perceived either as
magic-devotional formulas descending from above or as imposed from below on
the divine Being. The Pu~pakufadhiiralJl Sutra was translated into Chinese
between A.D. 223 and 253 (see Payne 1991: 20), and we know that a translation
of the Sutra of the DhariilJf-mantra for Asking the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara to
Counteract the Injury of a Poison (Qing Guan shi yin pu sa xiao fu du hai tuo
luo ni zhou jing) was- made before the one of A.D. 420 that has reached us (cf.
Nanjio 1883: no 326; TaisM Tripitaka, XX, 1043). DhiiralJls capable of opposing
equally serious but more frequent danger could not but be in great demand.
A less specialized Sutra Spoken by Buddha on the Spiritual Mantra for
Keeping the House Safe (Fo huo an zhai shan zhou jing; cf. Nanjio 1883: no.
478; Taish6 Tripitaka, XXI, 1394) had already been translated into Chinese at the
time of the Later Han, and therefore before A.D. 220; it can be considered as a
text of the first-second century A.D. It leads us to reflect upon the functions of
Sakyamuni, whose position, in a IDnayana context, remains a crucial one in the
system. But Sakyamuni, unlike Maitreya, has already been through his
descending path; as the kalpa proceeds, the positive consequences of his descent
to earth are less and less perceivable 22. Therefore, he is increasingly credited with
the transmission of dhiiralJls and mantras, and, one might think, of particularly
effective rituals that keep on achieving the desired effects through time.
I shall not enter into the discussion about Sakyamuni ever having imparted
an esoteric teaching besides the one received in the Pali Canon, as brilliantly
argued, for example, by Bucknell and Stuart Fox (1983). What matters is that,
many years after his death, this was believed - at least in certain milieus. A text

" In third-century Chinese translations, references to the imminent end of the religion are
numerous. These and later apocalyptic literature are not necessarily linked to special histodcal
circumstances, as is often maintained, but find an explanation in Buddhist eschatology- itself (on this
see the very valuable contribution of Stdckmann 1990; 86 ff., esp. p. 88). In Gandhara the perception
of living in the final years of the Dharma had to be very sharp; hence the stress on the Buddha as
Saviour and odginator of mantras, on descending Maitreya and on the Mahayana Bodhisattvas.
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such as the last-mentioned one shows that the Buddha was considered a real
Master Mantrin, the one who knew the effective formulas and handed them down
in the proper ways. This feature is actually implied in the Buddha's figure when
he comes to be considered in his guru aspect, which is definitely crucial. This is
a topic that modernist scholars are not willing to tackle, and one to which I shall
return (see Appendix).
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THE HOMA ICONS

Both Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism are 'replete with ritual' (Staal
1985: 27-9; id. 1986: 188). We must take into consideration this dimension of
north-western Buddhism and not be conditioned (Gandharan reliefs, however,
attest this in abundance) by the general elusiveness of the iconographic sources.
If we had to judge medieval Hinduism in relation to the tight ritualistic network
that characterizes it only on the basis of the iconographies that it indeed produced
in great number, we would be certainly led to a rather insufficient idea of it.
Iconography (like any source) is selective and does not represent the totality
of a system. Religious iconographies, in particular, are seldom concerned with
depicting what is well known and is part of everyday life, rather setting
themselves as 'high' models of reference. They are prescriptive, not descriptive,
and in their own way. 'Narrative' scenes are no exception. In the Christian art of
the West many 'narrative' scenes would be unintelligible if we had no independent knowledge. of what it is all about. If we were to deduce the existence
of the sacrament of the Eucharist and its ritual from Tintoretto's two large
canvases representing the Fall of the Manna from heaven and the Last Supper
which are at the sides of the high altar in the church of San Giorgio Maggiore in
Venice, we would be in great difficulty, and even the textual evidence from the
Bible would not be of great help ". In Gandhara the 'narrative' scenes that present
us with the same sort of difficulties of interpretation are probably the majority.
The stele are even more difficult to interpret, unless we persist in seeing them as
simple simulacra meant to favour a generic devotion, and nothing more.

" Allowing that the passage of St John (6: 31-5) could be understood today if Christian
tradition had come to an end many centuries ago, how can it be reconciled with the report on the Last
Supper made, say, by St Luke (22: 14-20)7 But the methodological problems do not end here. In fact,
would it not be legitimate, for want of contemporary sources (which, in the light of the Council of
Trent, would give us a full account, as they actually do, of the meaning of such iconographies), to try
to explain Tintoretto's paintings on the basis of any text, either much earlier or much later, that gave
us information on the Eucharist, the related rituals and its founding episodes in the Bible? The quarrel
about proper (read: roughly contemporary) textual verifications comes entirely from the modernist,
'philological' side. It is not possible, I think, to generalize: each case has to be carefully examined.
To try to impose as the only 'correct' norm the chronological, in addition to the doctrinal, relationship
between iconographies and texts, can prove paralysing in a number of cases, especially when we are
not in a position to get a truly detailed picture of a certain epoch, as it was for the founding fathers
of modern art history, mainly interested in the Italian Renaissance. Returning to Tintoretto, it can be
added that there are anyway later texts (devotional, sacramental and doctrinal texts of even the
twentieth century - never mind the historical-critical ones) perfectly right for explaining those
painting of four centuries earlier. Similar appeals for common sense (earlier than for methodology)
made by J.C. Huntington (1984: 136) have been completely ignored.
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But, as said above, reliefs and stele in which the rituals are clearly attested
are plentiful in Gandhiira. They need to be studied not only for what they tell us
about ancient Buddhism, but for the information they may give on other reliefs
and stele that at fIrst appear not especially meaningful. Clearly - as will be
increasingly evident in the following pages - they cannot be explained on the
basis of the extant canonical or quasi-canonical literature. Much Gandhiiran
iconography can only be understood either by referring to what is kept in later
texts that belongs to early traditions or by assuming the existence, in Gandhiira,
of 'apocryphal' texts of the kind we know of from the Chinese corpus. For an
idea of the immense potentiality of this line of research/or Ga~dhiira, the reader
is referred to Strickmann (1990), even if he discusses Chinese Buddhism.
Here we consider a few iconographies that include fire rituals mostly
represented on the bases of stele 24. The real fIre ritual, or homa (be it exoteric
or esoteric: see below, sections 7, 8, 10) seems actually to be depicted in that
place and in relation to cult images to which it is structurally connected. Attention
is to be drawn on the very position this iconography occupies, if what J.C.
Hllntington observed (1984: 13, n. 26) is true, 'that the lower register of any
Gandhiiran image usually contains manifestations and symbols that are more
directly related to the worship practices of the populace': which is, however, a
point to which we will return, because the relationship between the 'populace'
and a 'high' prescriptive system must be examined thoroughly.
The fIrst image to consider, as its iconography is quite explicit, is a stela of
unknown origin now in the De Marteau collection in Brussels (figs. 25, 26). It
shows a haloed Bodhisattva, possibly Maitreya 25, in dharmacakramudrii seated on
a throne which is covered by a cushion. In the lower register, in front of the
throne, resting on a stool, there is a burning brazier, the rim of which is in the
shape of a lotus flower. At its sides there are two genuflecting laymen portrayed
in the act of throwing something (most likely grains) into the fIre with their right
hands. The left arm of the figure on the right is chipped, but he seems to have
something in his hand~cProbably also grains).
Quite similar to this, and probably coeval, is a stela in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford, which also shows a Bodhisattva seated in dharmacakramudrii
(fIgs. 27, 28); this one, however, wears a turban. In front of the image, at throne
level, here, too, there are two kneeling laymen at the sides of a brazier, decorated
with small incised circles and resting on a stool. Both worshippers have their
hands joined. I think that the scene here represents a moment of the ritual

,. In a previous, tentative work (Verardi 1987) it seemed to me that in Gandhara two rituals
were attested where the use of large portable lamps could be observed: the first, which had
paryagnikaral}am as a model, being the circumambulation of stiipas with lamps; the second, thought
to be parallel to the iirati-piljii (see here section 8), being performed before an image. I hope in this
work to make up for some of the numerous flaws of the previous one.
" Kurita (1990: no. 56) counts this Bodhisattva among the Maitreya images, although his
hair-dress is not typical of Maitreya, and he holds no flask. See, however, J.C. Huntington's
.
considerations (1984: esp. 149 ff.).
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immediately preceding the one that we see perfonned on the Brussels stela:
without doubt, the recitation of mantras.
F. Staal, to whose numerous works we owe not only important analytical
observations on a series 0'£ Indian rituals but also the theorization of the science
of ritual ", has shown that 'to study a ritual system is to study a system of
mantras, and vice versa' (Staal 1986: 44). The mantras, considered by Staal
pre-linguistic expressions, give access to a pre-linguistic condition that
'continues to exist beneath a state of awareness now steeped in language' (id.
1989: 80). 'The mystical state is a prelinguistic state of mind that can be reached
when language is renounced, through silence, mantras, or rites' (ib.). The fact that
we lack any corpus of ancient Buddhist mantras should not lead us to give a
positivistic evaluation and too hurried a judgement of ancient Buddhism Gandharan Buddhism in our case - only because we are confronted with serious
difficulties in getting analytical reconstructions of its evolution.
According to all that we know about homa, the stele of figs. 25 and 27 are
a documentation of quite an evolved stage of the ritual. If we consider its basic
structure, they are well suited to illustrate the earliest (? see below) text, preserved
in Chinese, which finnly attests Buddhist homa, the Spirit Spells of the
Eleven-Visaged Guan Shi Yin (Shi yi mian Guan shi yin shen zhou jing; cf.
Nanjio 1883: no. 327; Taisho Tripitaka, XX, 1070), that, translated between A.D.
561 and 568 refers to an aspect of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara and to a ritual
related to it. This aspect is documented by iconographies in that period, although
not in Gandhara, but the ritual - as expected - is not". Strickmann (1983: 432)
summarizes the ritual as described in that text as follows:

'" Staal's works are numerous, and all of the greatest interest. In addition to those quoted in
the text, see especially 1979, 1982, 1989, 1990.
" The case of the eleven-headed Avalokitesvara at Kanheri is worth considering, notably for
the methodological questions that its very existence implies. As a matter of fact, as S.L. Huntington
(1985: 265) says, it is a form, dating 'from approximately the late fifth or early sixth century', which
'while found frequently in later Buddhist art outside of South Asia as in Nepal, Tibet, China and
Japan, is not known in the Indic realm except at a rather late date in Kasmir and the eastern regions.
This image is thus the only artistic documentation for the view that this iconographic type originated
in India'. If this single image had not reached us, no modernist scholar would ever have admitted,
even hypothetically, that around A.D. 500 there could have been, in India, such fully developed
iconographical forms.
Rather than emphasizing the possibility that iconographies of crucial importance have not
reached us, let us point out that they may have not emerged from the 'conceptual basis' of a system.
This is obvious, however, and it is amazing that art historians make such methodological blunders. To
take an example (for what it is worth), it is well known how through the whole first millennium of
Christian art there are no iconographies representing God the Father and the Holy Ghost, but only
Christ, who alone represented the Holy Trinity: now, there is no doubt that many students would
deduce that the concept of Trinity had not developed yet, or would perhaps, more subtly but not less
wrongly, maintain that, in considering early Christian and early Medieval images of Christ, the
Trinitarian 'interpretation' is not 'relevant'. Thank goodness for St Augustine's De Trinitate (A.D.
399, while the Trinitarian iconographies all date after 1000)!
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'The proper mantras are to be recited (in the presence of EkiidaSamukha Avalokiresvara)
during the first fortnight of the month, as the offerings set before the image are gradually
inc"';ased. On the fourteenth and fifteenth days, the officiant is to light a fire of sandalwood
in front of the icon. Before his own seat he is to place a pint of vegetable oil in a bronze
vessel. He should have prepared 1.008 slender, inch-long .pieces of aloes wood. Beginning at
noon on the fifteenth he takes the aromatic tablets one liy one, dips them in oil, and places
them in the fire as he recites the mantra of Kuan Shih-yin. He continues until all 1.008 slips
have been consumed. During these two days, the fourteenth and fifteenth, he is to eat nothing
at all. When the rite has been completed, during the night of the fifteenth, Kuan Shih-yin will
descend into the icon, which will begin to tremble. From the topmost .of the statue's eleven
heads will issue a voice praising the officiant: ''Well-done, well-done, ~ood son - I have
come to behold you. All your wishes shall now be fulfilled' .

I will not maintain that our Gandharan stele necessarily refer to so
meticulously defined a ritual. But it is evident that the ritual represented in the
iconographies is structurally the same as the one described in the Spirit Spells:
the Bodhisattvas of the stele are actually evoked and induced to perform the
actions that are proper to their descending function. The ritual is centred upon the
visualization by the officiant of the Bodhisattva to whom it is addressed and to
whom the officiant proceeds to identify or otherwise unite (see ib.: 418). These
stele are capable of expressing the unity of the interior mind made of fire, evoked
divinity and officiant, of which we are told by texts such as the Mahiivairocana
Sutra. J.e. Huntington (1984: 154, 164 n. 35) thinks that this sfttra is from the
fifth century 'at the latest' and that earlier versions of it may have existed 28.
The date of the earliest surviving text describing homa is still unsettled. I
accept what Strickmann (1983: 42) says of the MatailgT Sutra, and refuse to
consider it a reliable source, though it is often proposed as the earliest one
regarding homa. Togano (1935), as reported by Payne (1991: 44), 'identifies the
first reference in the Chinese Canon to the full fire ritual as dating from the
Eastern Chin dynasty (A.D. 317 to 420), during which The Mantra Sfttra Taught
by the Seven Buddhas of the Past (Ch'i fo pa p'u sa so shuo ta fo to ni shen
chou ching, T. 1332, ~"433) was translated. This sutra includes a fuller
description of a sacrificial fire ritual than the one found in the MtltaligT Sutra,
comprising the blessing of mustard seeds in preparation for being burnt' 29.
I am not in a position to weigh this information (which Payne does not
discuss, and Strickmann does not report although he knows Togano), nor do I
know whether its traditional date could hold up under critical examination of the
text - and with it the date of the fire ritual. I will observe that it is probably a
work produced in a HInayiina milieu, considering that the mantra being talked
about is not associated with any Bodhisattva, nor even with Maitreya, but with

" A much criticized English translation of the Mahiivairocana Sutra has been published
recently by C. Yamamoto (1990).
" The pinyin transcription of the title of this sutra is Qi Fo ba pu sa suo shuo da tuo luo ni
shen zhou jingo T. = TaishO [Tripi!al<al; K = Koryo De cali gyoli (Corean Canon).
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the Seven Buddhas of the past, who are typical of the HInayiina conception
locating the Buddhas along a temporal line'o.
Many discussions of the early existence of a developed Buddhist homa
could be cut short if we accept A. Wayman's dating of the Vairocanabhisambodhi Tantra to the mid-sixth century. Wayman asserts that 'it could
not have been earlier and could not have been later' (see Wayman and T~fima
1992: 10). Now, whereas texts such as The Mantra Sutra and the Spirit Spells
simply give instructions for performing the ritual, the homa chapter of the V.A.T.
is so detailed (it considers twelve fIres) and, above all, displays such a great
hermeneutic effort to give a Buddhist explanation to 'invariant' rites, that any
unbiased student cannot but wonder how far speculation had gone by late Gupta
times, and how ancient was the practice of performing different kinds of homa in
Buddhism. I am not saying this to allow a 'convenient' time for such a
speculation to develop, and thus artfully reduce the distance between
iconographical evidence and textual evidence, but because - as we shall see
below (section 12) - there is at least one important Gandhiiran iconography that
can only be explained in the light of information provided by the V.A. T.
The interpretation of the 'homa stele' given above can be further argued.
Such explicit iconographies seem indeed to be nothing other than the clearest
emerging evidence of a reality that is at once devotional, ritualistic and magic,
and that we have many reasons to believe was fairly widespread.

JO Mahiiyana Buddhism, as is known, makes its own. the Past Buddhas, who, taken as miimqi
Buddhas, frod place in its cosmologicaJ-salvific vision.
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6. VISUALIZATION AND CONSECRATION

The very existence of stele implies the existence of particular rituals 31; icons
and rituals together may imply the process of visualizing the deity. Both are in
fact the basis of visualization, especially for the laymen. Magic rituals such as
hama, if performed according to the rules, ensure visualization, and allow
laymen, to skip not only complex meditational practices, but also rituals - those
we often see represented on Gandharan reliefs 32 - of which the result may not be
considered certain.
The mere term 'visualization' (sadhana) will sound quite unbearable to
most scholars of things Gandharan, who seem to have a Tridentine idea of cult
images, that they are mere devotional images ". The concept of visualization is
too closely connected to the taboo topic of Tantrism, of which it forms indeed
one of the founding pillars 34, to be taken into account in Gandhara: I believe,
actually, that nobody ever did it. The fact that most Gandbaran images come from
contexts that we are unable to reconstruct in any reliable way (thanks to
disastrous archaeology) has obviously favoured such an attitude as this, which,
however, should be rejected.
S.K. Abe (1990) has recently devoted a study to Cave 254 at Mogao
(Dunhuang) 'constructed between C.E. 475 and 490' 35 in the context of that

31 'Particular' because rituals exist anyway, as the Indian world shows in the most explicit of
ways. Rituals, according to Stanl (see especially his important study of 1986) are human acts that
belong to a domain of biology:~~Per se, they do not express meaning, but are governed by rules.
" See, for example,the rites connected with the Bowl or Turban worship, or even the 'simple'
offerings of flowers. The latter, usually made by laymen, are likely to be ritual acts which were part
of complex ceremonies, other parts of which were most probably performed by monks.
" Against Tridentine ideas on this matter rises the bulwark of Orthodox Christianity (see, for
example, Florenskij 1977), but in Western Europe there has not been any attempt, since the Council
of Trent, to define again the question and found anew the world of images. The advent of bourgeois
art (landscapes and barmaids in the living rooms) blocked even scholars, as far as religious art is
concerned, on Tridentine positions.
" See Beyer (1973) for an important analytical examination of the visualization process in
modern Tibetan tradition. Beyer's book, although not directly useful for the topic discussed here,
remains a model for the question it deals with.
" I will take the liberty of saying how unpleasant and hypocritical I find the use that has taken
root in Anglo-Saxon countries (notably the U.S.) to say C(ommon) E(ra) instead of B(efore) C(hrist)
or A(nno) D(omini). The origin of this is probably the 'liberal' belief of not hurting, by recalling
Christ, the feelings of non-Christian cultures. If, however, one wished to establish a model of
neo--colonial reckoning, then no better could have been done. What fails to come across is why
Muslinas ought to think the Christian era as 'common', when it is the Hegira that founds their history
and identity - not to mention other cultures of Eastern Asia, which with Christ had, and have, nothing
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Liangzhou Buddhism which owed much to Dharm~ema (433-85), the Buddhist
saint who emphasized the importance of the pnictical, concrete aspects of
Buddhism; 'the mystical powers of the Buddhas, the gods, and the mantras' (ib.:
2), and even more - one· may add - to Gandharan Buddhism as a whole. In fact,
the iconographical programme of Cave 254 is based on the·· dialectics
SiikyamunilMaitreya (cf. ib.: 1-2), as is certainly the case of many Gandharan
installations.
Abe provides some interesting observations on the meaning" of Buddhist
images in general (ib.: 4-5). Here I would focus on the visualization techniques
(guan in Chinese) practised at Mogao and documented in texts made available in
a. Chinese translation between A.D. 398 and 455. If, as Abe maintains, they had
been written in Central Asia some time earlier, we have good reason to think that
India (and possibly Gandhara) had produced their prototypes even before, in any
case establishing their theoretical basis. What is most likely is that the purpose of
visualizing the deity was one of the main reasons for the spread of the anthropomorphic images of the Buddha and Maitreya and that, notably in Gandhara,
it caused the appearance of actual icons.
The Satra on the Sea of the Samiidhi of Buddha Visualization (Guan Fo san
mei hai ling; cf. Taisho Tripi!al<a, XV, 643), mentioned, with other texts, by Abe
(ib.: 5-6) includes some rituals as prerequisites for the visualization of the
Buddha (the use of various earths, the burning of incense, the scattering of
flowers, etc.), also documenting a point which is of great importance to us, as we
shall see below, that is that such visualization is possible for 'any monk or nun
or lay devotee of either sex, or god or Naga or other members of the Eight
classes' (ib.: 6): which means that in fifth~entury Dunhuang very important
rituals were not yet under the exclusive control of a specialized clergy.
As far as we know, the rituals that were likely to be performed at Mogao
did not include homa'", but the site helps us understand what life in a Gandharan
site may have been like, and why laymen would rush there. Homa, however, is a
peculiar ritual that can go with others, and that in Gandhara is documented on an
independent basis. Its magic character is connected with the practice of
visualization in a structural manner, and its existence, already in a comparatively
ancient Buddhist context as Gandhara, is to be considered a particularly effective
means to the eyes of the laymen, who had no other means as quick and unfailing
to see their wishes fulfIlled: the power of a ritual such as this was, in ancient
experience, a fact. Now we may see the appropriateness for understanding the
'homa icons' of the passage from the Spirit Spells mentioned in the preceding
section; in fact its conceptual core is exactly the visualiza!=ion of the deity. The

in common. We would do better to keep for ourselves the B.C. and A.D., and other cultures, if they
wish, their own reckonings. A truly liberal spirit would find better exercise in making up concordance
tables.
" The argumentllm ex silentio should, as known, be discarded. However, the loss, even at
Dunhuang, of the instruments of rituals, and the scant attention paid by scholars to these matters, cast
heavy doubts on what today has the appearance of facts.
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true purpose of the production of icons appears particularly evident there, and as
to Gandhara, the great number of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in meditation or in
benevolent attitude the study of which has been traditionally neglected, may find
an explanation in this light.
.
As I have already drawn the attention to the relationship between
iconographies and texts (section 4, especially notes 23 and 27), there is no need
to emphasize here that any fulmination against resorting to a sixth-century text
(as the Spirit Spells is) to explain icons that go back approximately to the
second-third century A.D. is out of the question, though one' probably has to
expect it. The methodological difficulties that such a fact involves are in any case
much smaller than the ones proper to a blind philological method, which is much
more distant from Gandharan Buddhism than the Mogao caves and a
sixth-century siitra may ever been 37.

***
The worshippers depicted on the bases of Gandharan stele!!fe identifiable
only in a general way: couples, family groups, members of the aristocracy in
Central Asian garments, etc. Those on the 'homa stele' are less recognizable than
usual, although they are probably couples. It is therefore difficult to say whether
we are dealing with those very laymen who had the images made at their expense.
But this is possible, and if true, we would be dealing with part of the consecration
ceremony of an image. The Spirit Spells may suggest such an interpretation, as it
is a text directed to the fashioning and consecration of an icon (Strickmann 1983:
432). The visualization of the deity through homa on the occasion of the
consecration ceremony was most probably accompanied, in Gandhlira, by the
well-known 'opening the eyes'. As to Theravada tradition, Tambiah (1984: esp.
254) has shown how in modem South-East Asia the latter rite is the last of a
ceremony whose main purpose is to make the image, where the presence of the
Buddha is made immanent,~ffective through several means, including the transfer
therein of the psychic energies of the monks sitting in meditation. Actual
visualization and 'opening the eyes', along with a number of other rites, are also
present in the Tibetan tradition whenever an image is fashioned (see Beyer 1973:
640), and homa proper is documented on this very occasion in Newar Buddhism
(see Locke 1980: 103, 107 ff.)38.

37 Also Abe (1990: 16, n. 84) feels bound to clear himself from resorting to a famous
commentaiy of Wonhyo, the Doctrinal Essentials of the Sutra on Maitreya' s Rebirth Above [in Tu$ita
Heaven] (Mi Ie silang sheng jing zong yao, cf. TaishO Tripi(aka, xxvrn, 1773), even though his
arguments are quite persuasive.
" Even late medieval texts like the Hevajra Tantra (to be utilized with the greatest caution,
but not to discard a priori in relation to all infonnation it gives us) requests iloma for prati#hi1, i.e.
the consecration of religious objects, books, images, etc. See Snellgrove (1959, I: 88-9).
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EXOTERIC HOMA: PROTO-HOMA AND FIRE RITUALs FOR THE
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DEAD .

Let us consider now the stela of fig. 16, which shows a Buddha in abhayamudra (the forearm is lost) standing on a pedestal on which two couples (?) are
depicted one on each side of a stand (which we must imagine as of terracotta or
metal) the upper part of which is shaped like a brazier. The two female figures
at the ends of the relief address the Buddha a request that their husbands make
more persuasive by performing a ('the'?) fire ritual. This stela is noteworthy for
two reasons: first, it is of the Buddha (most likely Sakyamuni's), and not of a
Bodhisattva; second, the ritual fire is not burning in a simple round vessel as in
the stele examined above, but in a huge stand.
I would emphasize, first, how the ritual is addressed to Sakyamuni, who
here is conceived, therefore, not so much as an Enlightened Being but rather as
a Benevolent Being who has given men the means (rituals and mantras) to solve
spiritual and practical problems. The already mentioned Sutra Spoken by Buddha
on the Spiritual Mantra for Keeping the House Safe, of the first-second century
A.D., may be considered a sort of reference text for understanding fig. 16 in that,
although it does not mention any fire ritual, the request made by the two couples
is likely to be of the same order. Another text quoted above, The Mantra Sutra
Taught by the Seven Buddhas of the Past may be recalled as well, and all the
more so in that instead it includes homa.
The base of a stela showing again the Buddha (? see fig. 19; there are
several examples of fire rituals performed before him: see e.g. Kurita 1990, no.
17, with two kneeling devotees; in Lyons and Ingholt 1957, no. 232, the Buddha
is seated in meditation; etc.) may be compared with the one above, because the
fire-stand, though different from the other, is also very large.
As shown in figs. 20-22 Maitreya too can be the deity to whom the ritual
is addressed 39.
Made of either terracotta or metal, large, and even almost monumental,
fire-stands have to be imagined_ fixed, or quasi-fixed in front of an icon in a
chapel or some other place especially prepared for the purpose, for a precise
ritual, probably a form of proto-homa. We will see (section 8) that large
fire-stands can be used for a few other functions (e.g. as incense burner), but,
because of their size, not many.
In a stela with the Buddha or a Bodhisattva, some kind of relationship
between the main image and the scene on its base is evident. We may still be

" The image of fig. 20 is that of a standing Bodhisattva wearing sandals; he is quite likely to
be Maitreya.
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uncertain about the nature of the ritual performed, but that it is directly connected
with the divine image and its powers cannot reasonably be doubted. It is more
difficult to understand their relationship when the ritual is referred to a
quasi-narrative scene (we might define it an 'exemplary' one) as that of fig. 18.
This is the fragment of a relief found in the excavations at Butkara that, along
with other sculptured slabs, had been 'part of a large scene representing Sakra's
visit to the Buddha (see Faccenna 1962--4, II: CCCX). The fire-ritual scene is
rather complex. Probably fourteen laymen (ten are visible), apparently belonging
to two family groups, took part in it. The head of the right-hand fainily is tossing
a small round object, most likely a grain, into the fire; in his left hand he holds
a branch. The head of the other family is certainly doing the same thing: his right
hand is chipped, but there is no other reason why he should be stretching it over
the flame. He is, in short, the counterpart of the other grhapati (the scene is
carefully symmetrical with respect to rank and functions of the two family
groups). Female figures bear flowers and branches, and the two women who are
third in each procession are (to judge from the intact right-hand figure) the
female members of two other couples. Each holds a basket, which probably
contains herbs to throw into the fire or is in some way indispensable to the
ritual 40.
Any ritual but homa is unlikely, be it a question of exoteric homa, i.e. a fire
ritual not entirely assimilated yet to Buddhist speculation: a form of Buddhist
proto-homa we may say. As a matter of fact, into the fire some grains are clearly
thrown that are not incense grains (which are in any case perfectly compatible
with homa: see section 9). We can say this not because a fire-stand could not
function as an incense burner, but because incense burning would be rendered not
with a flame rising from the bowl on top, but with smoke, which in Gandhara is
represented with particular conventions (figs. 1-5). In fact, incense burns and
fumigates on embers.
But why is the fire ritual depicted below Sakra's visit to the Buddha? There
is no immediately apparent connection: the ritual appears to be independent, or
relatively independent, from the scene above4l. Its presence would probably find
an explanation in the entire iconographical context, which is unknown to us. If,
moreover, we consider the rituals, with Staal, as independent variables, homa,
powerful as it is, should be considered as performed per se. It is unimportant
whether its assimilation into a historical-doctrinal context is easy and actually
sought. In this perspective, we should simply acknowledge that the patrons who
wanted themselves represented performed homa. If I am in doubt about this

" In fully developed Buddhist homil, the materials needed for the ritual include kusa grass and
flowers in Nepal (see Locke 1980: 103 ff.) and medicinal plants and shikimi leaves in the Shingon fire
ritual in Japan (see Payne 1991: 83; the basket containing these leaves may be seen here in fig. 37).
" In this scene (as in others in Gandhara), the Buddha is clearly shown as having higher status
than the gods (Sakra asks him questions that only he can answer). The laymen nearer the sangha are
drawn to consider him as the substitute of all SaIllsaran deities and the only addressee of rituals.
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point, it is because the fire ritual, in this case too, is documented in a 'high',
specific plac~ (a sacred area), where we must assume that there was some form
of control from the monastic side. Thus a leamed interpretation of the ritual,
consistent with the doctrine, must have existed. Actually, there is reason to
believe that a learned interpretation had already been given to fires and homa in
about the first-second century A.D. (sections 11, 12), the period to which we may
assign the relief under discussion.

***
There are also small, portable fire-stands along with the large ones, which
often look like real lamps. In this section we consider them in relation to a group
of scenes that permit us to associate them with funerary rituals.
Fig. 11 shows a relief made known by Kurita (1988: no. 531) which depicts
a monk leading other monks in the pradak:fina around a stiipa of an early type 42
while holding a fire-stand on top of his head. The same ritual is shown in other
reliefs as well, such as the well-known one in the Worcester Museum (see
Marshall 1960: fig. 197). Small fire-stands are also found in front of stiipas (for
an example see Verardi 1987: 379, fig. 12): although there is no sign of any ritual
being performed there, it may be argued that the same ritual is alluded to. Similar
fire-stands are often to be seen in the scenes depicting the coffin of the Buddha
(see a relief in the Karachi Museum in Higuchi 1984: 11-18, and another,
beautiful one in Kurita 1988: no. P4-IV), the urn where, after the funeral pyre,
the remains of the Tathagata were gathered (fig. 6), and the distribution of those
relics that precisely make the stiipa sacred and worthy of veneration (see a relief
in Berlin, reproduced in Verardi 1987: 380, fig. 14). Sometimes the fire-stand is
also shown in the parinirvalJa scene (fig. 5), the first of what we may call the
'funerary cycle'.
There can be no doubt that we are confronted with fire rituals meant for the
dead. The funeral is the last rite de passage, and in fact we are in a situation that
in a way recalls that of Siddhiirtha's marriage (section 2): better still, there can
be no doubt in this case that the rituals we see or imagine being performed were
well known and customary. In fact, they may not be those actually performed for
Sakyamuni but are certainly those performed by the laymen for their dead
relatives or by monks for their brethren 43. A relief published by Kurita (1988: no.
546), unfortunately flaked, seems actually to attribute these rituals to the Buddha
himself: in fact the Blessed one is shown leading the proc.ession around a stiipa
on whose upper pradak:finapatha is placed a fire-stand. In any case, the
attribution of these rituals to the last part of the Buddha's life comes as a
justification for their existence and establish their practice in a Buddhist milieu.

4J

The type of stilpa rising on a platform with four comer pillars has been studied by Faccenna

(1986).
" The question of burial of monks in stiipas within sacred areas and of ordinary laymen just
outside it has recently been discussed by Schopen (1991; see also id. 1987a).
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These are rituals that we know well from the Hindu tradition and that
belong to the srtiddha class. They are as long as they are complicated (see Kane'
1930-46, IV: 334 ff.; Dubois 1906: 482 ff.), but if we had to give a summarizing
definition of them we could say that a srtiddha denotes 'three things, viz. hama,
the offering of pil;4a (ball of cooked food) and gratification of the brtihmafJas
invited to a dinner' (Kane 1930-46, IV: 335). Being connected to the life cycle,
the Hindu rituals for the dead certainly go back to Vedic times, and notably so
hama, at least in its basic structure. That Buddhist laymen· followed the same
rituals is made clear by some epigraphical evidence, such as the i)1scription on the
Bajaur reliquary documenting the existence of funerary rites entailing the offering
of pifJ4as to the ancestors (see Fussman 1993: 95 ff.) 44 - cleary a 'Hindu' rite, or
rather an 'invariant' rite interpreted along Buddhist lines.
In fig. 12, a relief in Milan, we see that some of the men walking in the
procession bear a few round objects in their hands. They may be pifJ4as (cf.
Verardi 1991: 80-2)45 or relics. They seem to be wrapped in nets, like those of
the Buddha, which we can observe in a number of reliefs (e.g. fig. 8 ). In the
latter case it would be the very ceremony during which the relics of monks or
laymen were deposited into a stiipa. The fire-stands hold by those who lead the
procession (monks and laymen) in figs. 11 and 12 may well be considered as
simple, though large, lamps, and not meant, as such, for the fire ritual proper, but
possibly connected with it in those monasteries where hama was performed. In
fig. 7, showing the urn, covered by a cloth, where the burned remains of the
Buddha's body are being guarded by two chauri-bearers, we see a round fire
vessel in the foreground which is neither a fire-stand of the small variety nor a
lamp, but rather reminds us of the braziers of the 'hama stele'.
The offering of pifJ4as is a detail that actually suggests that the traditional
rites for the dead had been adopted - or, rather, had never been abandoned - by
the Buddhists. The performance of hama, traditionally a part of them, was all the
more understandable on)hese occasions if - as Schopen (1991) has shown ordinary monks, and not (or not only) saints, were buried after being cremated,

"" Fussman is right, I believe, when he maintains that the sentence no iaddhro na pitrl40yakeyi
pitri gri1)ayati, 'curieuse pour un bouddhiste ... ne s'appliquerait pas aux reliques du Bienhereux
Sakyamuni, mais aux rests des ancetres de Vijayamitra enterres ... pres du monument contenant les
reliques du Buddha .. .' (ib.: 110).
" The story of the publication, by me, of this relief in a semi-clandestine booklet is a tale that
wants telling. The director of the Archaeological Museum, Milan, Mr E. Arslan, invited me to publish
the museum's Gandharan pieces (without remuneration or even reimbursement of expenses). In
October 1991 he surprised me with the printed book. Unfortunately, it contained numerous errors that
could have been corrected had I been shown page proofs with plates and drawings, which I was not.
Only after the intervention of my attorney did Mr Arslan make some effort to correct the worst errors.
The volume was, to my knowledge, never distributed, which would mean that the small collection
remains, for all practical purposes, unpublished. The competence of the editors of this catalogue (Ms
R. La Guardia was in charge of the edition along with Mr Arslan) can be dispassionately appraised
by, for example, looking at the layout of pl. XI, or the ludicrous pI. XV. The moral of the story could
be at the very least: Never work for free.
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instiipas mushrooming around the main one, and if even prthagjanas, or common
. men, were given the same kind of burial (ib.: 282). Not all of them, to be sure,
were non-returners and in certain monasteries hama may have been considered a
good means, along with more orthodox ones, to ensure a good rebirth, or one to
oppose pretas and other evil spirits during the very difficult phase which follows.
death.
.
We have recalled the Hindu tradition for comparison 46, but there are
grounds for asserting .the existence of the hama ritull! for the dead in ancient
Buddhism also on the basis ofthe Buddhist,. albeit later, tradition itselt: A section
of the Sarvadurgaparisodhana Tantra, a comparatively early tantra which in the
eight century A.D. was commented. upon in India by Buddhaguya among others
and translated into Tibetan by Santigarbha and Jayarak~ita (see Skorupski 198J:
XXIV ff.), is dedicated to the different rites for the dead centred upon homa (ib.:
81 ff.). This is of course a hama made entirely 'tantric', takin·gplace within a
rna1Jqala and, most of all, performed by a mantrin, and not by a layman, but the
rite is there along with a few structunng details 47 which show that ·a .late
derivation from Hindu practices or late independent developments are indeed .
unlikely, and that,·· rather, Indian Buddhism shared· an ancient tradition with
orthodox Indians as far as the basic rituals for the dead were concerned 48 •

... This point would deserve careful attention because in Hindu monastic establishments like
those of the Kanpa\hii yogis, there is the custom of burying the dead· brethren in samlidhs, which at
times (as at MrgasthalI in Kathmandu) look like stiipas with an underground chamber. The funeral
rites are performed by the fellow-yogis. and· not by Brahmans (see Briggs 1938: 39), and rites include
processions, offerings, the use of lamps, etc., which might enlighten the ceremonies carried out in
ancient Buddhist India. On the samlidhs of the Gorakhniithis, in addition to Briggs (ib.: 39 ff. and.
passim) see Unterschied (1985: .129) and, in relation to MrgasthalI, De Marco (1987: 224-5),
" According to the Durgatipariiodhana Tantra, the mantrin, after washing and anointing the
corpse, consecrates, by means of different mantras, its eyes, ears, nostrils; throat, forehead, head,
shoulders, elbows. ankles, the front and rear private parts and the crown of the head (see Skorupski .
1983: 84, n.27). Describing the funeral ceremonies of the Brahmans, the abbe D.ubois (1906: 486)
reported 'a most extraordinary ceremony, which at the same time is certainly a very disgusting one,
the chief mourner placing his lips successively to all the apertures of the deceased's body, addressing
to each a mantram appropriate to it, kissing it, and dropping on it a little ghee'. The main difference
between the two traditions certainly is that in the former case it is a specialized priest who performs
the rite, and a layman in the other.
" Staal, in his 1990 work (p. 8) maintains that what is important in the east is orthopraxy rather
than orthodoxy, This may well be true at an 'anthropological' level, but if we ever want to appraise
the difference, say, between Buddhism and Hinduism, there is no doubt that orthodoxy (i.e. the
continuous recalling and reviving of the Veda, perceived as a founding set of texts, whatever the
remoteness from it of actual practices), and not orthopraxy is the key to the question (see, for an
example, Verardi 1992: 23 ff.),
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8.

TYPOLOGICAL, FUNCTIONAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL PROBLEMS.
OTHER FIRE RITuALS

Fire-stands, both large and small, are an adaptation, from a,typological and,
partly, also functional point of view, of the altaria and tkymiateria of the
Graeco-Roman world. These are divisible on the basis of the stands supporting
the upper bowl into six types. Early models have a smooth cylindrical shaft (see
e.g. figs. 13, 17 for Gandharan examples); next there are those, possibly unkown
in Gandhara, with supports that are triangular in section; later, the support has feet
in the shape of a lion's paws, whose transformation and simplification is instead
clearly noticeable in Gandhara (see fig. 33). In time, the shaft of the tkymiaterium
appears with rings (here figs. 20, 21-22, 24) until, in the last type, it takes the
form of the pillar of a balustrade 49.
In Gandhara the Hellenistic models often appear elaborated and Indianized.
This is clearly shown, in a number of cases, by a decoration in the shape of
simple or double lotus flowers (figs. 18, 20-21), which certainly conveys a
symbolic meaning (Agni, the fire, is born from the waters, which are symbolized
by the lotus). Graeco-Roman tkymiateria, moreover, are often equipped with a
conical lid, which, when present in Gandhara (wee see it hanging open: figs. 8,
9-10), indicates that they are incense burners and serve only that use. (above
section 7, and below section 9).
It is not the purpose of this article to address typological problems, nor to
discuss with the attention it deserves the difficult problem of the relationship
between classes of objecSJi and their functions. Yet, a few tentative suggestions
can be made before completing our survey. From what we have seen so far, we
deduce that: a) fire-stands, both large and small, were mainly employed for
performing quasi-exoteric kama. Their size seems to be related to the places
where, and to the procedures according to which, similarly structured rituals were
performed, rather than pointing to differently structured ritual acts; b) small
fire-stands, however, are clearly multifunctional, and in a few cases can barely
be distinguished from lamps (not the small oil-lamps commonly used in sacred
areas, which belong to an altogether different class); c) the ritual performed with

" On thymiateria, in addition to the article in the Realencyclopiidie (1936, VI: 706-14), see
especially Wigand (1912), Deanna (1938: 374-89), Queyrel (1988) and Testa (1989), The difference
among thymiateria, altaria. aruiae, loculi is far from clear. Their functions in the rituals have not been
satisfactorily interpreted (see, in particular, Queyrel 1988).
I thank Prof. I. Bragantini. Dept of Classical Studies of the Istituto Universitario Orientale,
for helping me in this research.
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the large fire-stands seems to have developed up to the point of losing its exoteric
characteristics. Their use was abandoned in favour of round braziers.
We also deduce that kama was normally performed in connection with rites
de passage (marriages, funerals) of laymen belonging to the salflvrtisangha since
the very beginning of what we perceive to have been a 'Gandharan society', ;'IS
shown by a number of reliefs that can be dated early. It was as popular among
the laity as a means to obtain wordly benefit. Monastic authorities did not oppose
its practice, and in fact it is represented on a number of stele in sacred areas.
Appropriate justifications were given according to the developing Buddhist
doctrine. Lastly, doctrinal elaboration on fires probably had already made hama
also acquire the characteristics of a salvation ritual.
The heart of the question lies in the passage between quasi-exoteric hama,
which is proper to VediclHindu tradition and early northern Buddhism, and
esoteric hama, typical of the late Buddhist tradition. This point will be .addressed
in sections 10-12.

***
The existence of fire rituals other than hama and proto-homa but which use
the smaller fire-stands is to be noted. Fig. 33 shows a monk who raises a
fire-stand up towards a (lost) image above. Clearly he is performing the rite on
behalf of the woman standing nearby with her joint hands upraised towards the
deity. This relief is noteworthy because it is one of the few (but of those depicting
the procession around the stUpa, which belong to the 'funerary cycle') that show
a monk, not a layman, performing a fire ritual.
Fig. 32 shows a female devotee who holds a small fire-stand (actually a
lamp whose flame she is shielding with her right hand) as she pays homage to
the Buddha, seated in abhayamudra. Both reliefs seem to represent a ritual
corresponding to the arati-puja we know from present-day India 50.
In certain reliefs, a small fire-stand (or lamp) is depicted in front of an
image (fig. 17): this is probably a moment of the same ritual, although we are not
given any further clue to understanding an apparently unimportant scene.
Finally, there are fire rituals which make use of instruments completely
different from those seen so far. An example is that of fig. 30, where the ritual
is performed before a tutelary couple (see section 4). Another is shown in fig. 31,
depicting the lower part of a stela preserving a draped throne of which a wooden
leg can be seen on the right side: it is likely that a Bodhisattva was seated there.
On the left side, two female figures are depicted on a platform with their faces
upturned to the image above; the first figure bears something, now chipped away,
in her hands. The details of the scene on the right side are also damaged and
difficult to discern. The male figure, apparently naked, actually wears a chlamys
pinned around his neck, an edge of which folds over the left forearm. The figure,

" During the /wnw ritual performed by vajracaryas in Newar Buddhism, the rite of showing
the light is repeated more than once (see Locke 1980: 108 ff.).
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who holds a club (?) with his left hand, is clearly modelled after the image of
Heracles (as often happens, in Gandhara, with Vajrapal).i). At fIrst, one would say,
that he is holding out in his right hand an oblong object, a lamp with a handle on
which the fire is burning. This is unlikely, howe:ver, because the lamp would
stand.in mid-air. Thus the naked fIgure can only hold an instrument with a lorig
curved handle, which we may compare with a special class of incense burners
(figs. 14-15), in turn similar to the Japaneseegoro(fig. 37), which; however, has
a pierced lid.
So we are left in the.dark. The fragmented relief offig. 31, attesting a ritual
as yet unseen, illustrates the complexity of the whole matter and how far we are
from having even a partiiJ.! idea of it.
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INCENSE' BURNERS: FUMIGATIONS'AND FESTIVALS

We have seen {section 6) how at Mogao there were in all ~elihood ritu!llsaimed at the visualization of the Buddha which - as established in the Sea-Sutra
-, included the 'burning Of incense~ Similar fumigations are well attested in
Gandhara,where they probably refer to different kinds of rituals.
The stele with Maitreya of figs. 13 and 14 clearly represent fumigations
because of the stylized spirals rising from'the vessel placed in front of the iC9ns.
Incense, as noted iq section 7, bunis ,on embers, not ortthe living flame. The
vessels are diffen:int" from each other, however. In the first case we have a large
fiie-stand, while in the second we see Ii. round vessel to which a long handle is
apparently attached, that is, a kind of hand-held incens,e burner. The handle
irtake.s it look like the instrument of fig. 31 discussed above (section 8), where a
flame is burning, and - were it not for the absence of a lid - like an egQro. This '
is employed to perform a rite within the homa ritual in Tendai and Shingon
Buddhism (see Payne 1991: ,83; pIs. 4, 8; Saso '1991: 40; here, see fig, 37).
Because of the handle (7) the instrument in fig. 15 is also to be considered an
incense burn:er, even if the smoke is not rendered conventiOllally; ,
Fig. 10 shows a ritual performed before a Buddha image by the members
of a family standing on either side of the thymiate~iitm with joined hands, beanng
garlands; or holding flowers with the .end of their garments. Here ,the instrument
,of the rituai is, most clearly an incense burner, with a conical (and certainly
pierced) lid hanging open from the upper bowl. The little bells hanging from the
lower, inverted bowl, which jingled when the object was borne in procession, are .
also to be noted.
These fumigations do not otherwise require specialized vessels: from fig. 13
we understand that the incense is burning in a "large stand 'similar 'to ,those used
for exoterichoma; in figs . .14 and 15 it burns in vessels similar· to others meant
for a fire'ritual (fig. 31). Thus we remain uncertain about the, rituals 'performed, ,
although the hypotheses can be reduced to two: the first, that they are specific
kinds of ritu&ls, and different from each other. Along with the recitation of
mantras, they would include only offerings of flowers and incense to attain,the
vis,ualization of the deity- a bit like what is prescribed by thy Sea-Sutra; the
second, that they are incense offerings made within homa, as attested in the still
living tradition. This might be the case, in particular, of figs. 14 and 15, whose
'setting is father similar to th!!t of the 'homa icons' exaniined in section 5. In any
case, as observed by Strickmann' (1983: 430), 'there are remarkable parallels
between homa and incense burner. Theoretically their proper functions are quite
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discrete, but in East Asia at least they show certain intriguing convergences' ". I ,
wonder whether in ancient Indian Buddhism fumigations represented a sort of
compromise before the acceptance of real homa.
A true incense burner (with a lid) is standing in the middle of the very
interesting relief of fig. 11. Two Naga princes, at the head of two separate groups,
are throwing something on a thymiaterium out of the basket held by their wives,
while an apparently wild dance is being performed all around to the sound of
wind and percussion instruments. The relief is 81 em long, but it is far too low
(12 cm) in proportion to have served as the base of an image. This is also
excluded by the moulding at its bottom, which also rules out the possibility that
it was a stair-riser. The relief was perhaps part of a long frieze upon which panels
with narrative scenes were placed.
It is possible that in Gandhara there were independent shrines dedicated to
the cult of the Nagas, like those found at Sonkh (see Hartel 1993: 64 ff., 413 ff.).
The well-known reliefs from Kafir Ko~ (see them in Marshall 1960: pI. 56; also
Kurita 1990: nos. 507, 508), though rather small, may have belonged to a shrine
of that kind, for they represent homage scenes paid, respectively, to a Naga
couple and to a Nagaraja at the centre of the relief. In fig. 11 they are the Nagas
themselves who, by means of a ritual centred upon the incense burner (placed
along the same axis around which the scene above was set) are addressing a
Being superior to them. In a word, the Nagas are here the representatives of one
of the 'eight classes' allowed into the world of the Buddha.
If we consider many other music and dance scenes attested in Gandhara, it
is evident that the recommendations of the Pali Vinaya on this matter had not,
and could not have, many chances to be applied in a number of monastic
establishments. In the Cullavagga (V, 2, 6: cf. Rhys Davids and Oldenberg 1885,
ill: 71) we read:
'Now at that time there;was a festival on the mountain-top at Ragagaha; and the Khabbaggiya
•
Bhikkus went to see it.
'The people murmured, were annoyed, and became indignant, saying, "How can the
Sakyapultiya Samanas go to see dancing, and singing, and music, like those who are still enjoying the
pleasures of the world?" And they told this matter to the Blessed One.
'You are not, 0 Bhikkus, to go to see dancing, or singing, or music. Whosoever does so, shall
be guilty of dukkata' ".

Dancing, singing and music were instead, in Gandhara, part of rituals that,
if not directly performed by monks, were part of the accepted religious practices.

" Strickmann (1983: 429) recalls here a dhtirallT collection (Da ji i shen zho" jing, cf. TaishB
Tripi\aka, XXL 1335) translated into Chinese in A.D. 462 that 'gives comprehensive instructions for
burning different types of incense and reciting mantras before the images of various deities to bring
about the apparition of a golden-bodied goddess who will fullfil the worshiper's every wish'.
" But even 'singing the Dhamma' within the monastic community is forbidden; the passages.
of the scriptures have to be only 'intoned' (Cullavagga Y, 3, 1-2; cf. ib.: 72). On the recitation of
Buddhist sacred texts in India, see Levi (1915) and also DemieviIIe (1929-30).
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That they were represented in sacred areas means a sort of sanction from the
monastic side. The example of fig. 9 shows how much distance lies between the
Buddhism of the preserved texts and that actually practiced, and should prevent
many scholars from taking' a patronizing attitude in this matter.
The relief of fig. 11 may be considered, for certain aspects, together with
'Dionysiac' scenes that, although they have earned scholars' attention, have not
found a persuasive setting within the accepted Gandharan paradigm. B. Goldman,
with reference to the well-known stair raiser reliefs from Buner, showed that in
Gandhara would take place the performance of sacred dance dramas, 'part of a
dionysiac or bacchic celebration' (Goldman 1978: 194), 'when the emblematic .
chest, the holy container, is brought on stage as the focus for the dramatic action'
(ib.: 196). I doubt that the implications of Goldman's conclusions have been
understood, and I cannot remember their having been discussed. Recently
M.C. Carter has suggested that the orgiastic festivals of Dionysiac and local
origin 53 depicted in early Buddhist art of Gandhara are rationalized representations of the pleasures waiting the devotees in the most accessible Heavens
of the cakravala cosmology. Such scenes were suppressed in the later KllijiiI;ta
period, when new ideologies evolved (Carter 1992: 57-8).
What our fig. 11 shows is that very peculiar festivals were directly
connected to rituals, as is made clear by the incense burner at the centre of the
scene, and that the ritual could well be addressed to the Buddha (or to a
Bodhisattva). This raises a few questions: how is it that the monastic authorities
accepted such developments? There was no reason to do so if the
festival-cum-ritual was not strictly functional to some aspect of Gandharan
Buddhism (and not only of Gandharan society). And why, as Carter emphasizes,
were these festivals no longer performed after, sa.y, the second century A.D. 54? Is
it possible to establish a link between the disappearance of such iconographies as
these and the disappearance of those representing proto- or exoteric hama?
The answer to the third question is to be found in the passage from the
performance of rituals perceived as being (relatively) exoteric and from what has
been called 'diffuse esoterism' (see section 13) to a full, self-conscious
elaboration of the whole matter in Buddhist terms, that is to esoteric forms of
Buddhism. More will be said below on this. Here I would simply add that in
'dionysiac' reliefs, and in those like that of fig. 11, there is no such thing as a
'rustic folk religion' (Carter 1992: 51), just as it is not the populace to practice
hama: the rituals are, rather, performed by the representatives of important
lineages such as the Nagas, or even Hellenized or Iranized segments of
Gandharan society.

" According to Carter (1992) there was a sort of syncretistic meeting between Greek dionysiac
festivals and local cults. But that Alexander'S Macedonians were so simple-minded as to mistake
Indra for Dionysos is an over-simplification.
S< Carter (ib.) argues that the cakraviila heavens with such earthly aspects were replaced by the
representation of the SukhiivatI.
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10. THE BUDDHISM OF LAYMEN: FROM EXOTERIC TO ESOTERIC HOMA
.

.

We ha~e quoted abo~e a passage from the Atjiarva Veda in which it is the
householder who. performs hama. We have also recalled a.·text such as the
Sgvidhiina,. which openly asks a twice-born person to engage himself with hOma
and overcome adversities by means of it (see Bhat 1987: 88). All the laymen that
form the backbone of the brahmanic society are in the position to perform rituals
aimed at obtaining wordly ends. The ritual, therefore, is' simplified to the highest.
degree. The utensils, for instance, 'are confined to two spoons: one for dipping
(sruva) a~d the other fot offering (sruk)' (ib.: 89-90). The requests madeto the
deity by means of the ritual give us a cross-~ecticin of a traditional 'society: iIi
fact, next to the requests of a long life; of offspririg; and recovery' from illness,
certain kinds of offerings secure a thousand gold pieces, horses, .elephants, a
virgin .wife; clothes, silver pieces, food, etc. (see ib.: 90 ff.).When offering a
particular oblation "to the fire, addressed to a particular deity, in such a rite as this'
(clearly what in Buddhism we would call a 'pau$fika rite, i.e. the hama of
augmentation) one has to repeat a particular mantra. In fact, just at the beginning
of the Sgvidhtina, obeisance is payed to Brahma and 'to the seers of Mantras' (I,
1; cf. .ib.: 281), arid it is acknowledged that several mantras have tangible
purposes (I, 3).
Looking at the matter from a different angle, that of eariy medieval
Buddhism, we know that stintika, i.e. the inost popular among 'hama rites, was
performed in order to fight ills, which 'are without number,. comprising. in the
external world flood, fire, insects, hail, locusts, and all ~he other afflictions that.
devastate crops and cattle.:·Within the body itself, there are a myriad forms of
disease and distress. All these the Santika rite eliminates, whether from one's own
body or that of another' (Strickmann 1983: 443).
In Gandhara laymen certainly bad the same desires and. worries that t):ie .
laymen of Sgvidhiina and later Buddhists had, and In fact they performed rituals
that were structurally similar. Laymen, !:lOwever: are not the populace (always
at the edge of or completely outside any Indian high system and not taken into
accoUl"lt either by texts such as the Sgvidhiiha or by mOIi.astic institutions); rather,
we should turh to those social segments that in Gandhara either considered
themselves as 'twice-born' even after being converted to Buddhism or were their
Buddhist equivalents: they were the laymen who had enough economic weight to
support the monasteries and be the patrons of chapels arid images. That a society
such as the Gandharan did hot have a caste organization only students trained on
texts of the Theravada tradition (but see Gombrich 1988: passim) can suggest (not
by chance that tradition has survived in countries where castes never existed). On
the contrary the main problem of ancient Indian Buddhism was to correlate with
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a society that was just about to organize itself according to a real castal model,
changing from one based on the trifunctionalisrn of the wirlJas (brought to a
crisis, at least in the Northwest,. also ·by the social. changes favoured by the
. .
...
.
Greeks) to one based on jii{is ".
Considering rituals such as hama as an intrusion 'from below' means
sharing the persuasion that doctrine precedes rituals. Referring to Staal (1985), it
· is convenient to recall not only that ritual is independent from doctrine, but that
one of the most important functions of the latter is to give the ritual a meaning.
This takes us back to ouricOriographies. A number of them show how hama
.was performed in situations and according to procedures that convince us. that the
rites were the equivalent of what the f!.gvidhiina recommends, or-can be otherwise
attained by means of other, and even more common forms of hama, i.e. siintika .
. Fig. 23 can. serve· as an example of what we meari. It reproduces a
well-known stela fromSahr i Bahlol depicting Siddhartha in meditation under the
jambu tree in the labourers' village. To understand this iconography let us recall
first the 'narrative' version of the same episode as represented on the Sikri stilpa
(cf. Lyons and Ingholtl957: no. 36; Kurita 1988: no. 129): Siddhartha,
worshipped by devas is shown there meditating at a ·certain distance from the
plougb,men and the ox, whofi!l. all the foreground exept for a figure at the right
comer, idel\tifiableas Suddhodana. .
.
.
The Sahr i Bahlol scene, on the contrary, is depicted on the base of a proper
icon, whiCh urges us to examine the re)ationship between the upper and the lower
part of the sculpture. In f,ig. 23 the ploughman and tlie oxen fill only a part of the
· base, as if simply indicating the setting of the scene and making the identification
of the upper iCon possible. The central part of the scene· shows a fire-stand
(standing. exactly· along the axis of the composition) before which a couple in
· aiijalimudriiis visible: Another figure in aiijalimudrii, larger in size, is on the left.
This may .be identified as that of a deva on the basis of a figure of comparable
size and in the same position, but with a halo, in a stela very near to the one under
examination (cf. Kurita 1988: no.· 130).· H~ . might b,e identified with that
Suddh1ivasaor Suddhadiv1isa god referred to in some texts (see Durt 1982: 107,
109).
The fire ritual which is being performed is clearly the focus of the Sahr i
B·ahlol icon, and itmay be suggested that Siddhartha is being requested (or even
obliged, because cif the rite's·inherent power) to giant favours, or avoid damages,
in relation to some kind ofagricultural activity. In such an icon Siddhartha should
not be considered the Buddha"':'to..,.be, as may be the case of the narrative scene of

" The trifunctionalism of the val7)a system as a variant of Indo-European trifunctionalism has
been the object of Dumezil's i~ves·tigation (see, for instance, Du~ezil 1958). His ideas have been
criticized by Gonda (for example, 1974). Onjii{is as·a distinct phenomenon from varTJas, see Baechler
(1988: esp. 45 ff.). He consi.derstheir rise and establishment as an answer to the failure of the Maurya
siate. The Greek presence at the borders of the Subcontinent and in India. proper, nowadays
reconsidered, was certainly a very important fador for the crisis Of the ·old Vedic system and its
reorganization on ·new b a s e s . ·
.
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the Sibi stiipa (where other scenes from the Buddha's life are represented as
well), but as an already Enlightened Being who, as shown by his miraculous birth
and exploits as a newborn child, has decided to descend on earth as a Bodhisattva
to help people both in matters pertaining to salv;ltion and for the needs of
everyday life. It is not too far-fetched, I believe, to see the devotees performing
the ritual as landowners. In a setting where divine functions may not yet have
been attributed to a great number of Bodhisattvas (see section 4), Siddhartha, as
a descending Bodhisattva, plays a role of his own with reference to the demands
of the laymen along with the proper Buddha, the past Buddhas and Maitreya (I
leave aside, for want of more information, the Srup.saran deities, for whom,
however, see fig. 30, recalled in section 4). I cannot say what the exact link
between Siddhartha and agricultural activities may have been, but a thorough
examination of the episode would probably help to grasp the ritual's aim (Durt's
contribution, 1982, did not help, however).
Wordly ends are also the aim of those fire rituals performed by two or even
more couples together (figs. 16, 20, 23), or by family groups (? fig. 19), although
we lack there the iconographical details that would allow us to understand, at
least to a certain extent, the ritual setting and aim.
In their own way, also funeral rituals (about which the ~gvidhGna obviously
does not speak) are meant to obtain practical results, albeit in the afterlife. The
performance of homa in Vedic and Hindu society in these circumstances is due
to the fact that it forces destiny. In Gandhara, both rituals of the kind met in the
~gvidhana and funerary rituals have in common the utensils employed, i.e.
fire-stands, and from the stylistic point of view, most depiction are apparently
early. This points to a setting not yet too distant from traditional orthopraxy.
In practically all these examples the rituals, as said above, are quasiexoteric; yet the problem remains of how laymen could gain access to them
and be allowed to perform them. In early Gandhara either monastic authorities
accepted, without interfering, the procedures allowing access to the rituals as they
were regulated in brahrnarii'c society, or new, alternative procedures were created.
In both cases, the devotees were initiated: they were dfk:jitas, at least in the sense
that the word dfk:jG has in Vedic and Hindu tradition.
Vedic dfkiiG allowed the twice-born, among other things, to sacrifice. We
know the relatively simple procedures by which it was conferred upon lay couples
(see Kane 930-46, II: 1135 ff.; V, 1116). The spiritual (and social) position of
Gandharan couples was probably about the same: in fact Vedic rituals had been
simplified, but not completely replaced by the bhakti rituals (they will never be).
In the other case, Buddhist doctrine was there to explain invariant rituals
within a Buddhist context. Once again, the fact that different kinds of homa were
not simply tolerated (or they would not be depicted), but were to some extent
integrated into Buddhist monastic life, implies that the monastic authorities
controlled the rituals and the procedures which gave access to them as early as
the period when the presumably early reliefs just examined were carved. In other
words - considering that some form of initiation is necessary for performing
rituals - early north-western Buddhism had already elaborated its own initiation
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rules for the laymen of the saT[lvrtisaJigha. The most important aspect of any
dfkeii is that its content must be a mantra, invariably imparted along with it (see
Bharati 19'77: 155).
There are additional reasons to consider as kriyiJ.-dfk.$itas (though a different
term should perhaps be used) the laymen of the 'homa stele', in which we see a
form of developed Buddhist, apparently no longer exoteric, homa. The rarity of
these iconographies indicates, I believe, that a change had taken place: .these are
no longer brief, exoteric fire rituals that any twice-born can perform in the
presence of his family or other family groups, but comparatively complex rituals
(like that discussed in the Spirit Spells) that doctrine itself, and the evolution of
northern Buddhism vis-a-vis 'Hindu' society, tend to transform into esoteric
ones. Before disappearing, homa iconographies tell us that in early and middle
Gandhara there were still laymen allowed to perform rituals that were soon to
become secret, reserved for specialized priests.
Although early Buddhist ritualistic literature has not survived (but many
instructions could be spoken), we can possibly get an idea of it by assuming that
it was akin to that group of texts that later on came together in the Kriyii- and
CaryiJ. Tantras. Snellgrove (1987: 233) maintains that these classes of 'lower'
tantras 'can be best understood if they are accepted as part of the normal
Mahayana scene'. The Kriyii Tantras, for instance, 'describe malJQaias and rites
relating to those divinities and higher beings who were part of the early
Mahayana scene, namely Buddhas with names already familiar to us from early
Mahayana sutras and related Bodhisattvas, Pratyekabuddhas and Early Disciples,
as well as some feminine divinities whose cult already forms part of Buddhist
practice, as well some fierce protective divinities' (ib.: 232-3). Also the CaryiJ.
Tantras continue to belong to the same kind of Mahayana setting.
According to the Tibetan tradition the KriyiJ. Tantras are performed by those
men who are disposed to liturgical acts to overcome the taints of sin (even if the
rite alway symbolizes interior purification), that is, by those whom the Buddhist
masters identify as brahmans, and the CaryiJ. Tantras are appropriate for the
nobles, in whom respect for the ceremonial is coupled with a greater reflective
capacity (see Tucci 1969: 93). In conclusion, they are rituals for the laymen,
precisely for those we see so often performing rituals in Gandhara (high caste
devotees).
It is not at all easy to define a 'Mahayana scene', or a 'Mahayana setting' in
relation to Gandhara, and notably early Gandhara. Nor can all the homa and other
fire rituals be referred to such a scene or setting. As to homa, the following
distinction may be drawn. 'Hindu'-like, basically exoteric (although magic) rituals
may well have been acknowledged and tolerated even by those nikiiyas that stayed
untouched by Mahayana developments to the extent that monasteries did not
interfere in the life of the laymen and did not dictate strict rules of social behaviour;
esoteric, or quasi-esoteric homa ritual certainly developed within Mahayana which,
as noted in section 1, did affect most nikiiyas. These rituals, developing from the
normally practiced, accepted form of homa, were transformed into Buddhist rituals
and were related to such practices as visualization.
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11. MONASTIC DEVELOPMENTS

I: THE BELLY FIRE

a

What about fITerituals and monks? Was it only matter of monks coming
to terms. with laymen and society at large? I do not think so, although the
iconographical evidence is really scanty here (and reasonably so), a~ounting to a
single example. I know of only one relief - a famous one - where a fire ritual is
clearly performed by· monks to the exclusion of laymen in what is certainly a
monastic setting. This is· the small stela. with Siddhartha fasting in the Lahore
Museum (fig: 24), which I used to find particularly difficult to understand.
We see SIX monks on its base, thn!e on each side of a· fITe-stand. Two of
them·, in anjalimudra, are kneeling in front of it, and the others (some of whom
hold something their hands) are approaching it. Tw~ small bells hang from the
lower, inverted cup of the fire-stand, making it similar to the incense .burner of
fig. 10 (which, as such, has a lid).
.
.
In the light of what we have seen so far; we would say, on the one hand,
that a form of exoteric or proto-homq is being p~rformed; and on the other tluit
- since the ritual is being performed by monks - this is. a developed, Buddhist
form of homa .. What is more, the ritual. is not addressed toa Buddha or it
Bodhisattva, but to Siddhartha!asting, which would suggest that the considerations
made So far appear to be not very consistent· with the fire ritual actually
represented. If' the scene represents homa, the whole matter should be
reconsidered .
.The ritual depicted is probably not proper homa. At the same time the stela
cannot be explained except with reference to practices and texts not considered
by scholars to be . 'politiciiiy c~ITect'. In. fact, the only clue we have to
understanding what the ritual 'is about is the homa chapter of the Vai. rocanabhisambodhi Tantra (see Wayman .and Tajirila 1992: 189 ff.; above,
section·5). Twelve fires are considered there, of which four can be taken as actual
'outer' homa fires: no. 2, dharal}agni, meant for Stintika; no. 4, rohitagni, for
vaSfkara; no. 5, nif1jagni, for pau~tika; no. 6, krbdhagni, meant for abhicaruka ..
Among the other fires, one (no. 1) is an 'inner'. fITe, and others 'seem to involve
features of Buddhist practices' (lb.: 200).
Fire no.' 7 is. the .audaryagni, i.e. the Belly Fire, unfortunately not
commented upon by Buddhaguya (on his commentary, see ib.: 27 ff.), who
otherwise helps us' to understand the meaning of other fires. Audaryagni is the
fire of hunger, extinguished by food. 'Presumably'- says Wayman (ib.: 196), 'it
is this internal fire which yogis learn to evoke as thesiddhi (magical power) of
heat'. Being probably connected with practices, it 'would concern the f(lsting
cults' (ib.: 200).
The Lahore stela seems, in fact, to evoke the practice of fasting in order to

in
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reach tapas(Si~dharilia'~ actti~ aim). and is evidence for the existence Of an
esoteric fIre ritual· with this purpose.
. We can get no better insight into the rriatter: did monks,.:in certain
. monasteries, .fast· to get special powers? Siddhiirt\la was indeed a model for this,
as long as one does not subscribe to the belief that in Gandhara he is a future
Buddha instead of an Enlightened Being Who. shows the Path and· whos~ actions
estab)ish the behaviours of his followers: The frame that we have outlin~d liIlows
the upper and lower· parts of the Lahore··stela to be unified·and understoqd. We
can add that the stela.is early; contemporary with· a number of stele where
exoteric kama is repreSented: This means that· Buddhist speculatioll on fIres was,
as we suspected, already well developed at an ·early phase of Gandharan
Buddhism, and that later (?) developments, such as those d.ocumented in !he
'kama steie', cannot be surprising.
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12. MONASTIC DEVELOPMENTS IT:

GANDHAKU'fIS AND FIRE-RoOMS

According to the avadlina literature, and to other texts as well, a special
cell, sometimes acquiring (as in the Pa/iiyi jlitaka) the features of a palace (cf.
Cowell 1895, IT: 152), was reserved for the Buddha in the Jetavana monastery at
SravastI. The Enlightened One would spend long periods of retreat there during
the rainy season. According to the Divylivadlina, XXIII (ed. Cowell and Neil 1886:
333, 4-6), each of the Past Buddhas had his own gandhakurf as well.
The Jetavana monastery apparently establishes the model for all Buddhist
monasteries, as clearly stated in the Tibetan Dulva (cf. Woodville Rockhill 1884:
51). ThUll each monastery would have a cell where Sakyamuni, or a Past Buddha,
was thought to have dwelt during his visits to different places. Also in Gandhara,
so distant from Magadha and the neighbouring regions, the Buddha was thought
to have visited many places such as Peshawar, as Faxian tells us (cf. Giles 1923:
13). Actually, the Vinaya of the Miilasarvastivadins seems to imply that
monasteries might be provided with such a cell, and gives directions for its
location, generally in the centre of a vihlira (III, 2, 125,4; 33, 133, 6-11; cf. ed.
Dutt 1939-59)5•. The Nidhlinakathli (cf. Rbys Davids 1880: 130) assures us that
Anatha PiI)4ika had actually built the gandhakutf in the middle of the building he
had constructed in the Jetavana; etc.
Gandha means 'smell', 'fragrance', 'fragrant substance', and the like, and we
may speculate about the 'scented abode' or cell where the Buddha dwelt: was it
because-of the scent emanating from Sakyamuni? or rather because of the flowers
and perfumed substances tha~;;,were offered to him, the guru, by his disciples and
the faithful? A passage from the Abhini~kramana SfUra, I, 2 (cf. Beal 1875:6) may
suggest both things: Ananda, visiting the Buddha in his abode, speaks of 'his body
so pure' that we may imagine a special fragrance emanating from it. At the same
time Ananda adores the feet of the Lord, which means that he pays him the homage
that is due to a guru, whose abode must be kept clear and perfumed. The
Avadlinasataka (ed. Speyer 1906-9, IT: 39, 13; 40, 1-2) recounts of a boy who

" R. Garbini, whom I thank, has translated the latter passage as follows: 'The Blessed One
answered: "If you make a building with three cells (layana), the central one shall be the garwhakuti,
at the sides of which there shall be another two [layanas1; therefore in a triple building there shall be
nine cells. In a building with four rooms (.fiila), the gandhakuti shall be the one at the centre, in front
of the door, while at the sides of the door there shall be two cells'. 'But it is not known how many
upper rooms (pura) are to be built'. The Blessed one said: 'In the monks' vihiira five upper rooms
(pura) are to be built, whereas the gandhaku{i must have seven of them, and the upper part (piitika)
of the vihiira as many; differently, the nuns' vihiira must have three upper rooms, the gandhakuti five,
and the upper part of the vihiira as many".
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gathers flowers and goes to R~ipatana in the forest near Benares, where he covers
the head of Bhagavan with garlands and scented ointments.
Once again, it is unimportant to establish what was really going on in the
Jetavana gandhakufi or' in any other retreat of the Buddha: what matters is what,
in northern, late ancient Buddhism, was believed to have happened, and what was
done to keep alive the memory of the Buddha's presence in the Ur-monastery.
Incense was most likely one of the 'fragrant substances' used in the Jetavana
abode to honour the Buddha. In fact, the Chinese rendering of gandhakufi is
generally xiangshi, where shi means 'home' or 'abode' and xiang means both
'fragrance' and 'incense', that is, a fragrance due to incense burning.
Clearly in many monasteries there was a room where rituals were performed
with the purpose of recalling the presence of the Buddha and honouring his
memory; this implies the presence 0/ images and a/visualization practices.
To my knowledge, no archaeologist has shown much concern for identifying such a room in Buddhist sacred areas. Not that literary texts should be
considered a reliable guide for excavating, but some concern is certainly needed.
I wonder whether among the great number of 'assembly halls', 'refectories',
'storerooms', 'kitchens', and whatever goes into the monateries a La Ruskin in the
Marshall tradition, there were gandhakufis or rooms functionally different from
what a self-reassuring, bourgeois idea of Gandharan religious establishments has
been handed down to us by Gandharan archaeology.

***
The excavations carried out in the 1970s at Tapa Sotor (Hadda) have
revealed a large and until then unknown type of room built at the north-western
corner of the monastery court and opening into it (figs. 34-35). This is square
room 10, dating back to the second-third century A.D., whose sides measure 12.2
m and whose roof was supported by four columns. At its centre there was a round
hearth 10-15 cm high and with a diameter of 1.9 m, showing clear evidence of
burning (a large part of the centre of the hearth underwent calcination: see Tarzi
1991: 96 ff.).
The fire-room is clearly connected with the vihiira and the stiipa court
nearby. Its size, which, along with its location, cannot but surprise us, rules out the
hypothesis that it was used for material needs, or material needs only. Its presence
is connected with the religious life. of the monastic settlement. Fire was burning
there as an important, even central feature of the monastery, connecting it with at
least some of the fire rituals described in these pages. If we had to stay on the safe
side, we might suggest that the fire burning in room 10 was meant to feed the
incense burners and the fire-stands, large and small, that were most likely
employed at Tapa Sotor as in a number of other Gandharan monasteries; but there
would have been no need for such a fire and for as monumental a structure as this
to light the utensils of rituals ranked low and unimportant. It is reasonable to
assume, instead, that the fire burning there was given the utmost importance, and
that it was the object of doctrinal, highly developed interpretations.
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Whatever the expJ;:i.nation of room 10 and its fire, the point is that the sacred
fire of old, whichthe Buddhists threw outdoor, hadcome back in the' window,
at least at Tapa Sotor: here it is no longer a ~atterof the .monastic authorities
allowing the laymen to keep late Vedic or early mndu habits related to their
social status, but to have .them elaborated anew in Buddhist terms. and set forth
systematically. In conciusion, a leap in quality has taken place, and :I .cannot .
imagine anything other ihim intellectual speculation on fire, as that seen for the.
Lahore stela of Siddhartha fasting in the' previous section, and that on hama.

***
A few centuries later, at Tapa Sarditr (Ghazni) we have a fire room (as
different as anything from the one at Tapa Sotor) .that can unhesitatingly be
interpreted as h9ma shrine. The structure (fig. 36), which has been. described by
Taddei (i984) consists of three rooms, nos. 87, 89 and 96; of which the first has
three benches against three walls and 'contains a star-like octagonal clay altar, in
the centre of which there is a shallow cavity with traces of bUrning and ashes' (ib.:
266). The altar has· an oilter diameter of c. 1 m and is c. 25 cm high. The adjoining
room 89 was a kind of sacristy where many traces of fire were found along with a
small fireplace. Access to room 87 was gained through a narrow doorway' from
vestibule 96, that 'was found closed by a stretch of very coarse masonry, a sort of
temporary closing that emphasizes the secreey of the shrine' (ib.: 268)·57 ..
The reaso'ns why I believe that this is a hama shrine.are· the following:
-the fire ritual finds explanation within Buddhism, without resorting to
externill, always difficult interpretations (notably those based on Iianian rituals
and beliefs). By the period to which th~ Tapa Sardar shrine belongs~ hama was
of course a current practice everywhere in northern Buddhism;
- the shrine is built aside from the main monastic structures, and appears to
be a secret place. If for comparison we may rely on the evidence from Japan,
which I regret not to be a6ie to examine in the detail it deserves, I may quote
. Payne (1991: 82): 'It seems to have been more common in the past for separate
halls to be constructed which were devoted solely to the performance of the goma
... There are ... cases where old, separately standing goma halls still exist and
remain in use, as for instance in the temple complex atop the island of Miyajima'.
Furthermore in Japan (as everywhere else in northern medieval Buddhism), hama
rituals are still kept very secret, owing to their esoteric nature 58.
- the uncommon octagonal shape of the Tapa Sarditr altar indicates the
existence of various specialized altars. It may be useful, once again, to recall the

a

57 We do not actually know if the altar in room 87 and the pit in room 89 are contemporary.
No charcoal sample could be taken from either of them, and thus we have no Carbon-14 dating.
" I asked Prof. S. Ktiwayama, Kyoto University, for information about goma and the places
where it is performed in modern Japan. He replied that little has been written on the matter even in
Japanese, and that access to rituals is difficult because 'the Tandai Goma rite, and the Shingon rites
in particular, are performed very secretly', their rules being transmitted from priest to priest. This has
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Japanese altars of the past, when four different fireplaces were used according to
the different kinds of hama and the different Bodhisahvas to whom the ritual was
addressed: they were in the shape of a moon-crescent, of a full moon (Le. round),
square or octagonal. The latter was perceived as being in the shape of a lotus
flower and was meant for vaslkara; the requested colciur, for the instrument~ of
the ritual was violet (see Mohizuki 1958, II: 1295) ",
Naturally the subdivision found in Japan goes back to Chinese practice and'
theorization. In fact, the same kind of hearths, are documented in Chinese
Buddhisrn (see Soothill and Hodous 1937: 484b), which is of particular interest
for us because of the links between the late sculptural material at Tapa Sardfrr and
Chinese production 60.
'
Different fireplaces are recommended in early Indian TantriC t~xts, which
are, of course, the ultimate source of all' the rituals perfoqned in northern,
medieval Buddhism. In the Vairacanabhisambadhi Tantra, santika, which'is the
commonest of all hbma rituais, is peiforriJ.ed on a circular altar, vaSIkara on a
triaQgular one, pau$#ka on a square altar, and abhicaruka goes with the bow' (see
Wayman and Majima 1992: 193 ff.). Also in the Sarvadurgatiparisadhana Tantra
a round hearth is required for sllntika, a square one for pau$tika, a 'hearth shaped
like a: bow' for abhicaruka and a triangular one for vairkara (see Skorupski 1983:
69ff.). It may be of some interest to note that, ceteris paribus, triangular
fireplaces are found here instead of octagonal ones, and that the substitution
apparently affects vaslkara, which is the hama of subordination.

***
Is there any relation between gandhakutl and fue-rooms and hama? The fust
came to mean a ro(miin a monastery where'rituals'based on incense burning and
visualization were performed. It has been observed above (section 9) how close
are the ,relationship between incense and fire rituals, and it has also been
suggested that incense offering may have been considered iIi northern India a sort
'of intermediate step towards the establishments of Buddhist esoteric hama. This
is obviously not a necessary development within Buddhism (nothing of the kind
ever happened in Theraviida countries), but it may bewhat actually happened in
northern Buddhism,where exoteric hama had been accepted very early.

not prevented a few American scholars from studying and (partly) referring on the Tendai and
Shingon goma (Payne 1991; Saso 1991). A study of the rjtuallineages of Japan would certainly shed
light on the monastic life and practice of late 'ancient Buddhism.
" Thanks are due to my colleagues Profs. P. Calvetti and L. Palese for helping me in this point
of my .research.
., They have been noticed (Taddei and Verardi 1978: 135), but not properly studied yet. This
is not to say that post-Gandhiir'm Buddhism depends on China from the point of view of its tenets,
rituals, and iconographies. They both depend on Indian developments, the evidence of which is either
lost (religious establishments, iconographies, actual practices, etc.), still largely unknown (most
mediev.iJ texts), or misunderstood.
'
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13. Fuzzy SETS

With reference to the whole of northern Buddhist tradition, Japanese
scholars and Japanese Buddhist tradition distinguish between an early period of
'diffuse esoterism', or zomitsu, and fully Tantric 'pure esoterism', or junmitsu.
The former 'is supposed to treat exclusively of means of attaining wordly ends:
protection from disease, robbers, death: the bringing of rain, and the augmentation
of riches or length of life'; in the second, 'Ritual is still the central concern, but
a complex anagogic structure has been superimposed upon each rite and· all its
component parts' (Strickmann 1983: 424-5). Strickmann observes that 'at our
present state of nescience', the criterion of 'worldliness' applied to the former
should still be considered an open question and that the transition to the latter
period should be seen as 'a gradual and subtle process' rather than as a clear-cut
demarcation.
These observations, based on Buddhist literature, apply very well to
iconographies. In a number of cases it is difficult to evaluate the procedures and
the nature itself of Gandharan fire rituals. Considering those that were performed
with fire-stands we cannot say whether only wordly benefits were requested or
spiritual ones as well (happy rebirth, etc.); moreover, we also see monks
performing the rituals, either by themselves, as in the Lahore stela of fig. 24, or
on behalf of laymen (fig. 33). There is little doubt that some anagogic structure
had been superimposed upon the rituals, and that a complex speculation on fires
(homa and non-homa) had developed, and particularly so when such structures as
room 10 at Tapa Sotor are"Jaken into account. Finally, in what we have called
the 'homa stele'. we obserVe pratictioners rather than petitioners, which entails as
well a complex interpretation of the ritual.
Moreover, the distinction. I have tried to draw between fire rituals and
incense offerings cannot be maintained in clearly defined terms. Besides the
difficulties inherent in the iconographical and typological evidence (sections 8, 9),
there is 'an axial relationship between incense burner and fire altar, for the rite is
structurally all but identical' with the procedure observed in the homa rite"', and
'both the fire's basic fuel and its subsequent mantra.,-endowed nourishment are
fragrant woods, among the most precious of aromatics' (ib.: 432).
We actually seem to have a 'gradual and subtle process' in the
iconographies. But this should not be understood as simply diachronic, but as
concerning some Gandhiiran communities, or parts of them, as early as· the
emergence of Gandhiiran art. The emergence of Buddhist homa rituals is to be

" Strickmann refers to homa as described in the Spirit Spells, partially quoted in section 5.
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removed from a rigidly evolutionistic scheme. The basic mechanism of this
elusive transition has already been made sufficiently clear: the homa rituals
performed from time immemorial by upper-caste laymen for both rites de
passage and ordinary needs were first accepted and tolerated by monastic
authorities, then given a Buddhist interpretation, and finally transformed into fully
Buddhist, i.e. esoteric, rituals. The construction of a chronological sequence of the
ritual on the basis of logical passages should be accepted with a certain ca)ltion,
however. While we can consider the first two steps fairly well documented in
Gandhiira, the last, with the exception of the stela with Siddhiirtha fasting and the
'homa stele', is not. But clearly, the more esoteric a ritual becomes the less
documented it is, and Buddhist homa is indeed a secret ritual, transmitted through
priestly lineages even in modern times (in Nepal, Japan)62.
We are fortunate enough to have a kind of specular evidence from the
literature. In spite of very large blanks, a growing involvement in doctrinal
explanation and regulation of the ritual is evident here. Now, the more we know
frOm literary sources (consider for instance Yijng's commentary on the
Mahiivairocana Sutra), the less information we have at the iconographical level.
The increased control of ritual through strict regulations (now often written down)
means, in the case of Buddhist homa, a general inadequacy of the iconographical
evidence". But the two kinds of evidence considered together in their
chronological complementarity fill blanks and make us certain of the existence of
an uninterrupted tradition of homa and other exoteric and esoteric fire rituals in
northern Buddhism.

***
We have observed that many fire rituals seem to relate to what is apparently
a Hinayana setting. They are mainly addressed to Siikyamuni and Maitreya, who,
along with the Past Buddhas, are the repositories of dhiirarj"is, mantras and ritual
procedures. Tapa Sotor, with its large fire-room, seems to have been a monastery
of the Sarvastivadins (see Tarzi 1976: 409). This, however, could not have been
otherwise, in that monastic communities continued to adhere to the traditional
subdivision into the eighteen nikiiyas, whatever doctrinal positions they might
have turned to. Without ruling out the possibility that fire rituals were accepted
and given a doctrinal explanation, at least to a certain extent, even by the most
traditional monks, it is much more likely that they were the Mahiiyana currents,
affecting most nikiiyas, that pushed towards similar developments. I do not think
that they ~ere encouraged because Mahayana is, in itself, a movement susceptible

" The decline of Gandharan narrative style in favour of icons and emblematic scenes does not
help us to get evidence as such after the third-fourth century A.D. The utensils of this and other rituals
would have helped us if any importance had been attached to them in excavations (section 1).
" Boma things are represented, however, in Tibetan and Central Asian than-kas. The latter,
rolled up and kept in special places, are to be considered as secret and personal as homa and
mal]qalas.
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of dubious adaptations, but beacuse they were thought to be a better means to
counteract brahmanic pressure&!. As a matter of fact; Buddhist tradition will '
continue to allude 'to the continuous popularity of various forms of Roma among
non-Buddhists - a Roma false and delusive, when compared with its Buddhist
counterpart' (Strickmann 1983: 425). In fact, to quote Tajima,
The Iwnw of esoteric Buddhism is the ftrst phase of contemplation, It signiftes the destruction
of our passions by ftre and the ftre is the insight and compassion of the Tathagam. The twigs
and the offeri~gs which feed the ftre are only the symbols of our passions, Purely symbolic,
the Buddhist homa has nothing in common with Brahmanical/wnw." He who does not know
the true esoteric thought must not take it as a simple external rite or interpret it in a superfIcial
way' (Wayman and Tajima 1992:,219) ",

Medieval Tantric literature will actually insIst on inner homa, which
'confers meaning and efficacy on all that precedes and follows it - the Outer
Roma, within which it is encapsulated (Strickmann 1983: 444, apropos of Yi
Iing's commentary). As noted above, emphasis on inner homa keeps medieval
Buddhism closely bound to its roots, i.e. to the world of the Upani~ads and the
ArafJyakas,which theorized first the inner fire sacrifice (section 3).
Monks following old tenets and others adhering to Mahayanic speculation
and practices would live side by side in one and the same monastery provided
that the rules of the sangha were not broken (Bechert 1973: esp.12-3). Different
approaches would allow Buddhist priests a wider range of instruments for
controlling outer society. It should be noticed that one of Buddhism' i; weak points
vis'-ii-vis brahmanic society was, in fact, its monastic organization: whereas
Brahmans would live within society, making the renouncers playa role parallel
'to, but not able to, replace theirs, Buddhist monks were nothing but renouncers,
who could rule society only by influencing laymen from outside, or either developing some form of despotism 66, which was what actually happened in northern countries: ,
'
,
Yet, there are some Who are not convinced of an early Mahayana presence.
A case worth considering' is Schopen's (1987), even if his arguments are to be
considered partly inconsistent from a theoretical and historical point of view in
the light of Bechert's criticism (1992; see the above considerations as well). Most

.. Differences of opinion among scl:lOlars, seem to depend very often on the Eastern societies
they are more familiar with. Studying Buddhism in Sri Lanka or Th~land may not lead to a proper
understanding of what Indian Buddhism had to face, i.e. a complex society based on brahmanic rules,
and not societies organized at a social and theor~tical level simpler th~ that introduced by the
Buddhists, The strength' of their opponents makes much of the difference between the various forms
of Buddhism.
" Tajima's concern to emphasize those aspects of homa which are acceptable to modernists is
clear from these words, written in the 1930s.
" The weakness of the monastic model may be understood from Western examples as well.
Until Reformation, monasteries were the main organized presence of the Church in society, The rise
of so powerful and organized enemy as the Reform movement led the Church not only to foster new
Orders more open towar~s outer society but to create a network of parish churches whose priests had
exactly the task to live within society, the secular clergy,
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of Schopen's arguments stem from that positivistic way of looking at past events
discussed in section 1. His frequent appeal to the evidence of 'facts' seems to
prevent him, like a Ptolemaic astronomer, from seeing other facts. Bpi-graphical
evidence, which he often proposes, is important but cannot be considered as
representing the whole .of past reality or even, in a context such· as ancient India,
a significant part of it 07. For Gandhara, we have nothing but afew hundred often
incomplete and mostly indifferent inscriptions, which clearly were not written
with the aim of helping us to reconstruct Gandharan political or religious history.
The same can be said, often to a greater degree, for other regions .of ·tJ:ie Subcontinerit, and I do not understand why we should expect that an ancient Indian
inscription mentions, say, the Sukhavatl cult (Schopen 1987b: 115-6) when - to
make an example - in Theravada canonical literature Maitreya is mentioned only
once (see n. 19): comparing the Chinese evidence on this matter with the Indian
means pretending to ignore the profound difference between the Chinese and the
.Indians as regards their attitude towards recording things in written forms. In
ancient India inscriptions are a scarce and often random evidence. I fail to
understand the alleged historical value of the statement that 'the earliest known
occurrences of the term mahayiina in Indian inscriptions all date to the 5th-6th
century' (ib.: 99; see also p. 124), both because the Mahayanists were apparently
known as Vaipulyas, and, more important, because it is only from the fifth-sixth .
century onwards that we have in India as a whole a (comparatively) systeinatic
epigraphical production 0'. A statement such as 'There is not a single undisputed
reference to Amitiibha anywhere in our sizable corpus of Kharo~tliI inscriptions
from Gandhara and Northwest India - neither before, during, or after the Ku~an
period' (ib.: 117) is true, but"not determinant. One would indeed be Ilurprised to
find the mime of Amimbha or, for that matter, many other divine beings in early
inscriptions, which do not form a systematic set.
As Schopen is demonstrably not a bad scholar (quite the reverse)69, we

., The introjected model for any epigraphical work is - alas - Graeco-Roman epigraphy. But
whereas for classical antiquity the inscribed evidence is added to all the other (generally rich) .
evidence, and everybody knows what use to make of it, for ancient India, for reasons that we all know,
the value of inscriptional evidence is at" the same time essential and over-emphasized.
.. How to judge, for instance, the complete epigraphical silence with regard to the Gupta
dynasty until Samudragupta's praiasli? In late Gupta and post-Gupta India new trends are recognizable, but even then: a) epigraphical evidence cannot normally be taken as consciously devoted
to record historical events, so that much hermeneutical work is necessary to disentangle them from a
number of often (for us) indifferent pieces of information; b) non-epigraphical periods, even very long
ones, may well follow in northern medieval India, and, as historians, we are obbliged to try to
understand why this happens and what it may mean. I found myself in exactly this situation when
working in the field in Kathmandu (see Verardi 1992: esp. 29).
'" I greatly appreciate, in particular, his lack of academic circumspection. He is not afraid to
expose himself, and what he says is perfectly clear. In the field I know best, that is, the archaeological
one, many scholars are so dependent on academic respectability that they prefer either to avoid the
risk of publishing archaeological reports or to limit themselves to descriptions, without discussing the
most important issues.
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clearly have here a methodological problem. Ancient India, and, subordinate to it,
Gandhara, are to be considered as 'fuzzy sets'. i.e. complex unities that we are.
not in a position to evaluate with reasonable confidence in that, owing to the type
of information flowing from them, we are not able to bring them into focus. Thus
information cannot be taken ipso facto as data, with which it is not to be
confused '0.
The whole matter is complicated indeed, because we may have an enormous
amount of information from a segment of a given set (say, pottery from a
historical Indian site), very scant information from another segment, such as
religious life (say, a few inscribed lines mentioning a yak:ja), and no information
at all from a third one (say, political history). The information flowing from the
unities forming the whole (the history of an ancient Indian region), may be of no
use whatsoever in throwing light on the other aspects, or very little indeed
(pottery versus political history), and the latter may not receive, in turn, any direct
light from any other unity (hence the impossibility - to make an example - of
understanding the use of most pottery, and therefore classing it according to
meaningful standards).
For Gandhara we have a huge amount of iconographical evidence (but only
partially utilizable because most original contexts are lost), and no literary historical
sources, a small number of inscriptions (partly utilizable for political and religious
history), and no literary religious text directly referable to a particular monastic
establishment, very little evidence on the so-called 'material culture', and no
information at all on daily social needs. Only considering Gandhara a 'fuzzy set'
(though not presuming to push the mathematical parallel too far) we may hope to
define the terms of the problem and start off towards unbiased research.
One point must be made clear. Until recently, and even nowadays, scholars
in the humanities sensitive to the achievements of the hard sciences have tried,
unsuccessfully in my opinion 71, and sometimes ludicrouusly, to adapt scientific
theories and methodologies to such fields of research as social history,
anthropology and archae'ology. The emergence of theories on complexity may
bring closer for the first time, on a reasonable basis, scholars belonging to very
different fields. These theories can be credited with getting rid of the various
forms of mecanistic determinism and physicalism in the human sciences, but are
subject to sink into the marshlands inhabited by those who simply do not care,
and still think (often without knowing it) that the last word on how to conduct
research is positivism and its chain of 'facts'.

***

10 This is exactly what Schopen does when he speaks of 'facts': they actually are pieces of
information, most of which flow casually from Gandhara or Mathura. For other 'facts' see e.g.
Hirakawa (1993: 247 ff.; 275 ff,).
" I have expressed some considerations on this matter with reference to archaeology in Verardi
(1992: 1 ff.),
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To return to our problem, even Mahayana trends do not explain all the
developments that we observe in Gandharan fire rituals. Had we to resort to the
arguments of Japanese scholarship and tradition, in recognizing a self-conscious,
complex doctrinal symbolization of fire rituals, we should attribute a part of them
to junmitsu, i.e. to 'Tantric' Buddhism. Had we to follow Strickmann's
suggestion, that hama rites 'are "Tantric" if we accept as a minimal definition of
this imprecise but useful term that they center upon the visualization by the
officiant of the deity to whom the rite is addressed, with whom the officiant then
procedes to identify himself or otherwise unite' (Strickmann 1983: 418), we
should attribute a part of the developments documented in Gandhara to the same
form of Buddhism.
I refer the reader to the Appendix for a number of open questions, and will
simply recall that the term 'Tantrism' does not exist in Sanskrit, and that it may
well be true that it is 'probably one of the haziest notions and misconceptions the
Western mind has evolved' (H.V. Gunther, quoted in Padoux 1981: 350).
Concepts and practices seen so far (mantras, visualization, hama, etc;) would
indeed, for many scholars, belong to Tantric Buddhism. According to their own
premises, they should - leaving aside moralistic and academic superciliousness accept this evidence as a demonstration that Tantrism strongly affected Gandhara.
I think, however, that, to the extent possible, it would be better to ignore the
received terminology and classifications and try to look at Gandhara as a complex
and fuzzy set that has to be approached from different directions subject neither
to modernist and positivistic certitudes nor to hasty conclusions. The complexity
of Gandhara eludes the accepted dichotomies llinayanaiMahayana or
non-Tantric/Tantric Buddhism as we, following Western Jacobin parameters,
usually understand or even create.
As I do not want this position to be taken for academic weariness, I will
say that to understand what is still not clear in Gandhara there is more to look for
in the direction of what is commonly believed to be 'Tantric' than in the direction
of an up-to-date 'Pali Text Society mentality'. Much has already been done in
the latter direction, and we cannot reasonably expect more than new
interpretations of episodes, new editions and translations of dedicatory
inscriptions, and the like. But what we need more is ideas, and these can only
come from a thorough and unbiased examination of the whole northern Buddhist
tradition, both ancient and still current.
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APPENDIX

A developed system of rituals, visualization, the Buddha as <?riginator of
mantras, hoina ... One would .say that all we need is a theorization on gurus and
mal'}q.alas to give a picture of northern Buddhism as it developed in late ancient
times very different from the accepted one.
Something more may be said on the ·guru figure because we realize that in
Gandhara its social status was already that. which we know from medieval India.
In the reliefs ·depicting Siddh;lrth/l at school we see (cf. Lyons and Ingholt 1957:
no. 25) or guess (Verardi 1991: no. 4) that the Bodhisattva is perforIIiing one of
the rituals that are due to a guru. In fact Siddhartha·is carrying a water jug to pour
water on his guru's feet,. perforIIiing the gurupadukapftja or gurupadiiSraya. The
same ritual is clearly performed - thiS time for the Buddha himself - just before
the First Sermon. We can observe in Some reliefs (such as the one in a private
collection published by Kurita 1988: no. 28) that Sakyamuni is given a draped
seat,. which makes him . the equal of a raja or of a guru, by one of the five
disciples, that a second monk holds a fly-whisk, and that a third one is carrying
a water jug. We guess that after washing the Teacher'S feet before the Sermon,
the pupil would collect the water in a vessel and pour it over his own head, and .
possibly drink what was left of it. The 'revolting' signs of respect payed to gurus
have been described by Dubois (1906: 126 ff.) as far as pre-modem, Hindu India
is concerned, but such independent ~vidence as the pow~r with which even the
excrement Of lamas is endowed in the Tibetan tradition suggests that such
customs share ari ancient traaition.
I understand how indignant many scholars (and modernist Buddhists) would
feel at the idea that ancient or late ancient Buddhism partook of these beliefs and
practices, but it is quite likely· that it did. It should be noted that Buddhism,
differently from Hinduism, is a religious movement issuing from a teaching (and
thus from a guru), and therefore is <;ompelled to stress the role of the source of
its legitimacy, and to emphasize the powers of those who play it on earth through
time.
As to mal'}tjalas, the attitude of most scholars about the mere possibility that
such a feature existed in ancient and late ancient Buddhism is sternly negative.
The recent attack on J.C. Huntington delivered by G. Schopen (1987b) is worth
looking at because, unlike the mere deprecations of most scholars, it consists of
a coherent series of statements. Schopen admits that the cults of Amitiibha and
~obhya: are early ones, but consider them independent from the theory of
Buddhafields, and foreign to that form of mal'}q.alas we know from early medieval
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Buddhism, i.e. the one based on the paiicatathiigatas 72. However,· the very
existence ofAmitabha and ~obhya, who are Buddhas, but not fast or Future
Buddhas, means that the transition from an axial cosmological-salvatiollal vision
where a single Buddha exists, to.a directional one, where many Buddhas are
· conceived to be existing at one .and the same time (Le. now), had already taken
place. This, I believe, is the 'crucial point, the one implying the existence - in the
monasteries wher.e these theories had developed - of a ma~t;lala-based Buddhism,
whatever its actual forms may bave been in' the beginning. It may' be of some
interest to recall that the asalikhyeya cosmology, which; to modern eyes, appears
to be fully developedjn the MahiiprajiiaparamitiiSiistra (see Kloetzli 1983: 7-8),
owes much to Hellenistic cosmological speculation, in particular to Archimedes
(ib.: 114 ff.). This makes 'one think that tlie cosmological-salvational debate
within north...,.western Buddhism, eventually leading to. mature Mahayana
developments, had begun quite early, when' the Buddhists who settled in
Garidhara and Mghanistan were',confronted with ideas that had been introduced
from the West and were, most probably, current in north-western and Central
Asian towns ". '
Schopen (1987:113-4) recognizes a basically narrative form in the
'directional' literature, and denies the identification of the centre towards which
the various directions converge with Vairocana. However, 'the eschatological
drama of the "asalikhyeyq-cosmology" is possible only because of a series of
vital interplays between Siikyamuni and the Bl,lddhas cif the ten. regions' (Kloetzli
1983: 96). In fact, it is the rays of light which issue from the Buddha Siikyamuni
· at the centre of this cosmological vision' that permit access to the regions and
· enable visualization of the Buddhas (ib.: 104). The role played by the central
Buddha is absolutely necessary to the asalikhyeya system, either fully developed
or not, and a Buddha endowed with such immense, extra:...historical powers has
'clearly acquired the function of Vairocana, whether or not he is called by this'
name in the literature available to us.
.
Ii! Gandhara, Siikyamuni. is sometimes represented as a sun-disc. This may
be explained by the fact that 'The Buddha was a scion of Ik~vaku Hneage, which
was the Solar Dynasty par excellence' (Chandra 1982: 60)74. Now, Vairocana
means 'Sun', and 'the transition from Siikyamuni to Vairocana was inherent in
the lineage of the Enlightened One' (ib.). Such a transition, in my opinion, is

" Schopen too makes use of the tenn dhyani buddha, which was first introduced by B.H.
Hodgson. As it is not found in any text, it would be better to avoid it
73 Nowadays we know for certain that Greek texts were known - as could be expected - in the
Hellenistic towns of Bactria. Rapin (1992: 115-30) has published the fragments found in the Palace
at Ai Kh§num, where a library existed in the third century B.C. to meet the needs of the Greek elite.
" I had tried to explain these iconographies (common both to Gandhara and Mathurii) as
representiog the 'irradiation' of the Enlightened One when" 'renouncing' nirvana, he decides to set off
for his descending path (see Verardi 1985: 85; 1988: 1542). The 'lineage explanation' is much better,
although it does not account for the fact that the Buddha is represented in this fonn only when he
reaches enlightenment and not, for example, when he is born.
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likely to have taken place exactly when the axial cosmology was first flanked and later on, in northern Buddhism, replaced - by a directional cosmology. I am
not the right person to estimate how much of the original Vaipulya literature has
entered the existing corpus of Buddhist literature and can be recognized as such;
nor can I estimate to what extent it deals with the problems touched upon here 75,
but I think that one should not avoid these problems.
Turning to Gandharan iconographies, I would observe that even in medieval
Buddhism, sculpture is not the normal medium to represent ma7J4alas, and this
for reasons that anybody can understand (notably for the particular relationship
between a ma7J4ala and the pratictioner). Anyone who looks for evidence of this
kind in Gandhara simply does not know what he is talking about. Even in much
later contexts - say, Pala Buddhism - it would not be at all easy to hypothesize
the existence of ma7J4alas on the basis of the sculpture production. Ma7J4alas are
still usually drawn with perishable materials (ground rice, powders, etc.) on very
special occasions; when painted, they were kept hidden from the uninitiated.
Moreover, even in late contexts which are clearly , Tantric' , the paficajinas are
not necessarily represented within a circle, but in a row, as can be seen in a
number of thali-kas or in the popular prints on the door lintels of Newar
Buddhists' houses.

***
As said above, 'Tantrism' is a word that does not exist in Sanskrit. In the
same way as the word 'Hinduism' has created more problems in understanding
the actual functioning of late ancient and medieval Indian society than it has
solved, it has led to distinctions and definitions of a kind different from those
perceived by the Indians as the proper ones. In certain Indian contexts (e.g.
Kashmir), we find the word tantrika as clearly opposed to kaulika. It is the
kulaprakriya which puts the stress on sudden realization through the overflowing
of inner energies, ritual coitus, etc., whereas the tantraprakriya emphasizes the
intellectual aspect, and lacks exactly what the term 'Tantrism' usually suggests 76.
As a result of the impasse that the very introduction of this word into the
literature has led to, scholars of Buddhism have not drawn a convincing line of
demarcation between Tantrism and other forms of northern Buddhism. Had we to
rely on a well-known scholar such as Snellgrove, according to whom the main
difference between Vajrayana and the earliest forms of Buddhism derives from
the Vajrayana use of incantation and ritual as means towards the ultimate goal,
whereas in the earlier phases of Buddhism their use was 'largely peripheral'
(Snellgrove 1987: 130), Gandharan Buddhism, as we have seen in these pages,

" On vaipu/ya literature the reader may be referred to Chandra (1984), a contribution which is
also a part of id. (1982: 14 ff.).
" I discussed this point with Prof. R. Torella,. University 'La Sapienza', Rome. I thank him for
the many suggestions he gave me, only partly reported here (see also the following note).
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would appear indeed as largely dependent on Vajrayana tenets 77. It seems to me,
however, that what many scholars believe is the actual demarcation between
'Tantrism' and other forms of Buddhism, although they do not generally express
this clearly through a sort of academic restraint, is based on the presence of sexual
practices, either actually performed or assumed as symbolic. If this is the real
demarcation, some agreement might be reached on the likelihood that other
features generally labelled as 'Tantric' are in fact common with earlier forms of
Buddhism (mantras, dilqli, visualization, magic, etc.).
As far as Tantric Hinduism is concerned, Biardeau (hers opinion is different
from the one maintained above) considers it an attempt 'to place kiima - desire
- in every sense of the term, in the service of deliverance ... not to sacrifice this
world to deliverance, but to reintegrate it in one way or another within the
perspective of salvation' (Biardeau 1972: 209; quoted in Padoux 1981: 351, with
comments). The difficult point is to understand when klima in fact became a
component of the salvation process. The answer of most scholars, whatever their
opinion on Tantrism, would, no doubt, be that this happened 'late'. This certainly
depends on the date of the sources we have on the matter, both textual and
iconographical; but it depends also, to a certain extent, on the introjected model
according to which any historical process is made of an uncorrupted beginning, a
balanced maturity and a period of decadence due to the emergence of a number
of deviations. In ancient Buddhism, however, we are confronted with iconographies which cannot but make us think that klima did already play some role
within the system, although one whose meaning is not easy to understand in the
proper way. Snellgrove (1987: 316) shrinks from the idea that the couples
'depicted on the capitals in the caityagrha at Karle may have anything to do with
Tantric developments', and in fact they may be interpreted as devas. But what
about the famous couples depicted at the sides of the entrance to the cave? Their
presence cannot be attributed to 'attendant causes', as suggested by Snellgrove,
in that they are most clearly part of the iconographic programme of the
caityagrha. I cannot explain why they were carved there and why they were given
such emphasis, but I think that we should keep prejudice out of our approach.
O.C. Gangoly (1973: 72), discussing the mithunas depicted in great number in the
Buddhist sculpture at Nagarjunakol).q.a, calls them 'productive couples', stressing
the derivation of the theme from Vedic tradition. This, I think, is an interesting
clue 18, and one which agrees with the idea of early and ancient Buddhism as a
particular, authoritative interpretation of the Tradition carried out according to
'Gnostic' lines.
As to Gandhara, we have strong evidence of early, very developed practices

17 Contrary to Snellgrove's position, one may maintain that the tantraprakriyii is characterized
- rather - by gradualness in ritual actions.
Snellgrove's position is practically the same as that of Japanese scholars and tradition (section
13), which takes to draw the same conclusions.
11 Gangoly's final interpretation is, however, reductionist.
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involving kama there. It is significant that in these last 20-25 years no student of
Gandhiiran art has· ever to my knowledge rrientioned in print amost extraordinary
Shaivite piece published by Tucci iIi 1968 (it did not escape M. Eliade's attention,
however: see Eliade 1982: 116 ff.). The piece in question is a three-sided stand
depicting, in the first scene, a young man raising his hands, in the act of
masturbating,' and in the last scene in a state of rest According to Tucci, to whose
admirable insight I refer the reader; the figures are to be interpreted as the
akulaYira or ekavira aspects, and the stand an arghapatra which was first filled
. with alcoholic substances, and next with kUIJq.agolaka, i.e. the male and female
elements (argha),' which were eaten by the initiates, as is also docuinented by a
similar and related tradition by the. rNiIi rna pa in Tibet. Tucci, who began his
article saying that 'there has always been a tendency in India to keep secret the
teachings of the religious schools ... [and] All the more so, in the esoteric schools
which needed a special initiation', concluded it saying that 'practices which are
documented in Tantricliterature written in later periods ... were current already
in some schools, to which we cannot so far give a name beyond contention, that
. existed in soUle parts of the North-Western regions of the Indo-Pakistani
Subcontinent,in the 1st cent. or the beginning of the 2nd cent. A.D.' (Tucci 1968:
289,292).
Positivistic scholars, the hetes noires of this article, will obviously say that,
since this' piece is 'isolated', no conclusions can be drawn until more evidence
emerges: only when we have a certain number of facts of the same kind will we'
be authorized to take them' into consideration. This positivistic attitude (until
recently often disguised in Marxist. clothing) is so widespread that it is probably
vain to recall that these positions have long been criticized by epistemologists
such as Popper, and that this very criticism is at the basis of modern research. In
fact we know that whereas even a great number of confirming examples cannot
validate a proposition, a single contrary example is sufficient to show that it is
not true. From a methodological point. of view, a piece such as .the one published
by Tucci is enough to change6ne own's mind about the emergence of 'Tantrism'.
If scholars do not change theirs, it is not because of facts but because of ideology.
Of course, the object published by Tucci refers to a Shaivite, not to a
Buddhist milieu. However, not considering the close relationship between
Shaivites and Buddhists (both belonging to the sriimalJa pole; see section 3) until
the latter were eventually ejected from the Indian world and the ,.ifilima pa
tradition, we know that the Buddhists shared the practice of yoga with the world
of the Upani$ads. To put it with Falk (1986: 352), 'The practice of dhyiina and
brahmavihiira, native soil of the bodhi and cradle of the Buddhist vision, is as
much intimately congenital to yoga as it is extraneous to Brahmanism'. Now,
those yoga practices indeed had 'sexual' implications, exactly as those we know
from medieval, Tantric' Buddhism (see Tucci 1969: 139; he makes his own the
considerations made by Falk, to whose analysis of Atharva Veda N, 1 I refer the
reader: see Falk 1986: 64 ff.). Unless we think that there has been an undefiled,
'original' Buddhism rather than a complex movement related to the Indian
tradition and involved in history, we must admit that the idea of a complete gap
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in the tradition of yoga between the world of the Upani.~ads (still recognizable as
such in the second-first century B.C. 79) is untenable. Whatever the ipse dixit of
IDnayana texts, we shouJd leave open the possibility that in certain Buddhist
milieus normally unaccepted practices (such as those reported in some Buddhist
texts and recalled by Bhattacharyya, 1982: 187) could well be carried out. with
new interpretations: the case of hama is an example of this ..

" This is the date suggested by Waymau (1973: 13 ff.; 1977: 99).
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All the drawings, with the exception of figs. 34 and 35, are by Elio Paparatti
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Fig. I. Siddhiirtha's marriage: agniparinaY<l11a. Peshawar Museum.

Fig. 2. Siddhiirtha's marriage: agniparinayal}ll and purahita perfonning hama.
Location unknown.
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Fig. 3. Siddhartha's marriage: agniparinaya/;o and purohita sitting. From Takht i BahI (?).
Private collection.

Fig. 4, YaSodhara performing homo, Peshawar Museum.
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Fig. 5. The Buddha's parinirviilJfl. Private collection.
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Fig. 6. The Buddha's urn. Private collection.
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Fig. 7. Guard to the Buddha's urn. Private collection.

Fig. 8. Distribution of relics. Lahore Museum.
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Fig. 9. Circumambulation of the stiipa. Private collection.

Fig. 10. Procession towards the stiipa. Civico Museo Archeologico. Milan.
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Fig. 12. Incense burner and ritual performed before the Buddha. Detail of a stela in the Peshawar Museum.

Fig. II. Ritual festival. Private collection.
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Fig. 13. Maitreya in the

Tu~ita
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Heaven with devotees performing a ritual by means of an incense
burner. Lahore Museum.
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Fig. 14. Maitreya in the Tu~ita Heaven and incense burner.
Private collection.
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Fig. 15. Maitreya in meditation and incense burner. Location unknown.
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Fig. 16. Descending Buddha with devotees and fire-stand.
Private collection.
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Fig. 17. The Buddha in meditation. Museum fiir Indische Kunst, Berlin.
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Fig. 18. Exoteric homa performed before the Buddha visited by

Sakra. From Butkara.
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Fig. 19. Fire-stand and devotees before the Buddha (?). Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

Fig. 20. Fire-stand and devotees before Maitreya. Lahore Museum.
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Fig. 21. F'rre-stand and devotees before
descending Maitreya. From Naranji.
Private collection.
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Fig. 22. Fire-stand and devotees before a descending Bodhisattva, probably Maitreya.
Museom Rietberg, Zurich.
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Fig. 23. Exoteric homa perfonned before Bodhisattva Siddhfutha. From Sahr i Bahia!.
Peshawar Museum.
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Fig. 24. Audiiryiigni performed before Siddhlirtha fasting. Lahore Museum.
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Figs. 25, 26. Devotees performing hama before a Bodhisattva. Collection de Marteau, Brussels.
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. Figs. 27, 28. A moment of the homa ritual performed before a Bodhisattva.
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
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Fig. 29. Descending Bodhisattva (probably Siddhartha). Royal Ontario
Museum, Toronto.
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Fig. 30. Tutelary couple with devotee performing a fire ritual. From Nimogriim.
Private collection.

Fig. 31. A fire ritual performed before a lost image. Labore Museum.
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Fig. 32. Devotee performing a ritual before a Buddha image. Lahore Museum.

Fig. 33. A monk perfonning a fIre ritual and devotee. Lahore Museum.
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Fig. 34. Tapa Sotor, stiipa area
and monastery. Courtesy Z. Tarzi.

Fig. 35. Tapa Sotor, fire·room 10.
Courtesy Z. Tarzi.
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Fig. 36. Tapa Sardllr, fire-room 87. After Taddei (1984: 265).

Fig. 37. EglJro and shikimi leaves used for goma. After Payne (1991: pis. 4, 6).
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